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In Our 96th Year

Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoun November 24, 1975

One Section — 16 Pages

Added Schooling

WORK IS CONTINUING on the MurrayCalloway County Park this winter in anticipation
of completion of the project next year.

Boosts Earnings
From a dollars and cents standpoint,
does added education pay off for Calloway
County residents?
Can local people who complete their high
school and college education expect to
make more money during their lifetime
than those who do not?
The commonly held assumption that
more schooling produces big economic
advantages has been challenged in a
research study just completed at Harvard
University.
It finds that the job market for college
graduates has gone "from a major boom
to a major bust" in recent years.
Also it contends, "because of the failure
of the economy to expand sufficiently to
provide high-paying jobs for the growing
number of university graduates, the
return on the college investment has fallen
significantly." The authors are Dr.
Richard Freeman and Dr. J. Herbert
Hollomon.
Other studies, however, "while not
denying that the job problems exist,
maintain that a good education continues
to be very worthwhile financially.
On the basis of national findings,
compiled by the Department of Corn-
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Ray Mofield
Is Appointed
Head Of Panel

Photos hN Blake Vvtlloam Hauge

Murray School
Board To Moot

Planning Board
To Meet Tonight
The Murray Planning Commission will
meet in regular session tonight at the City
Hall, according to City Planner Dan
Grimes.
Included on the agenda will be public
hearings on zoning requests from three
individuals, including Birdie Parker, Billy
Dan Crouse, and Gatesboro Development
Co.
Also to be considered will be a request
from the city council concerning livestock
yards and sales within the city limits;
rezoning request from Bill Oakley, and a
discussion of an ordinance to require
building permits for remodeling of commercial structures.

HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Officials
will begin a program Tuesday to rid the Ft.
Campbell area of several million blackbirds they say pose a health hazard.
A low-flying helicopter with a loudspeaker blaring recorded bird distress
calls will be played for four consecutive
nights if necessary to relocate the flock,
said Gordon Boudreau, a California
wildlife specialist who is supervising the
$30,000 project •
After that, Kentucky officials plan to
spread 70 tons of poisoned grainon selected farms in the area.
Last spring, birds at Ft. Campbell were
sprayed with a chemical that eliminated
their natural oils and caused them to

David Vollmer of Waupaca, Wis., was
below decks aboard the cruiser about 10
p.m. Saturday when the collision set off explosions aboard the Belknap and fires
aboard both ships.
"We were trapped below decks, but
fought our way to the deck," reported
Vollmer after he was flown to a navy
hospital near Naples.
The Headquarters of the 6th Fleet said
four men were killed, four were missing
and 16 were injured,five of them seriously.
Three of the dead and all of the missing
were members of the Belknap crew; 55 of
the cruiser's 350 crewmen were thrown
overboard.
Identities of the dead and missing were
withheld pending notification of next of
kin.
The fire aboard the 1,047-foot carrier,
one of the largest warships in the world,
was put out in 10 minutes, and damage was
slight, the Navy said. It added that
capability for flight operation was not impaired, and the ship joined in the search
for the missing men.

freeze to death.
That plan was opposed by environmentalists, and officials are awaiting
approval from the Interior Department
before beginning to use the spray again.
Boudreau said his experimental helicopter project was used successfully in a California bird-moving attempt.
"We have backup ideas if this doesn't
work," he said.
Meanwhile, Tennessee officials say if
the project is successful,they may use it in
several Tennessee communities.
FAiward Porter(Tannassee-agrieuiturol
commissioner, said his department has
requested $25,000 in the next fiscal year to
fund a bird eradication program.

But the 547-foot cruiser was badly
damaged. There were numerous flashback
fires, blazes that were put out and then
started up again, and it was two and a half
hours before the fires were brought under
control.
A newsman who flew over the Belknap
reported its superstructure was "a twisted
mass of steel and all charred." The
destroyer Bordelon was towing the ship to
Augusta,Sicily.
The Navy gave no indication of the cause
of the collision but ordered an investigation.
The collision occurred in rough seas and
"reduced visibility," the Navy said,
during night flight operations in the
Mediterranean about 70 miles east of
Sicily. The Navy refused to say whether
either ship had nuclear weapons aboard.

Construction Of
Tennis Courts At
Kenloke Announced

The Murray Board of Education will
meet tonight at the board office, according
to Supt. Fred Schultz.
Included on the agenda are an audit
report of the last fiscal year; recommendations of some variations to the internal accounts for the current school
year; recognition of Principals Eli
Alexander and John Him; and the
superintendent's report.
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four man crews and four army doctors
were at the scene of a passenger train
wreck in Giles County, Tenn., 78 minutes
after it happened.
The helicopters transported six victims
to Huntsville, Ala., and Nashville, Tenn.,
hospitals after their initial treatment at a
Giles County-hospital.
Had it been needed, military officials
were ready to airlift a whole medical company and a field operating room to the
scene of the wreck.
Other minion brieved flying to Evansville to take a 4-year-old leukemia victim
to a Memphis:hospital, and airlifting an &
year-old with third-degree face burns from
a Mayfield hospital to Bowling Green,
where a helicopter from the Ft. Knox
MAST program continued the trip to a
Louisville hospital.
On Feb. 28, a helicopter went to
Palmyra, Tenn., where a 69-year-old
woman had wandered away from a nursing home. The crew, using the ship's powerful searchlight, found her 35 minutes
later.
Dr. Ray Mofield, Director of ComMAST is a civilian program planned by
munications Department of Murray State
civilian agencies, with the Army supplying
University, was recently appointed _ the service. Those
cooperating include 154
chairman of the Purchase Area Subhospitals in 130 communities, power plancommittee on Historical Preservation.
ts, coal mines and the Land Between The
The appointment was made by Judge
Lakes Recreation Area.
James 0. Guffy of Ballard County after
consideration of Mofield's long-term interest in the history of the Purchase area.
As chairman of this Subcommittee,
Mofield's primary function will be to
provide guidance in preparation of an
update to the Kentucky Heritage Commission's Historical Sites Survey manual.
A representative from each of the PurWASHINGTON ( AP) — ff current efchase area counties will be assisting
forts to cut the U.S. Postal Service's
Mofield and the Purchase Area
almost 47-million-a-day deficit do not sucDevelopment District staff in collecting
ceed, the agency may halt Saturday
data for the survey update.
deliveries or curtail special delivery serBy virtue of Mofield's chairmanship and
vice,a spokesman says.
historical preservation activities he will
The spokesman said Sunday that those
also serve on a Regional Task Force
may come if a program of
cutbacks
concerned with planning for Natural
reduced spending — that so far this year
Resources and Environmental Protection
has meant the loss of about 7,000 postal
activities within the eight county area.
positions through attrition — is not sucMofield has been on the Murray State
cessful.
University staff since 1964 and is an active
He quoted earlier statements by Postmember of the Kentucky Historical
master General Benjamin F. Radar that
Society.
new curtailments, "might have to be conMofield presently resides with his wife
sidered if we can't turn it around with
Janie in Hardin, Kentucky.
other economy measures."
In a statement last week, Bailer said,"I
cannot emphasize too strongly the severity
of our financial situation. It calls for strong
measures but ones which must be taken."
FT. CAMPBELL, Ky. (AP) — The 10
crews of the Military Assistance to Safety
and Traffic program at Ft. Campbell flew
their helicopter ambulances on 116
missions to aid civilians in distress during
the program's first year.
Two crews have been on duty each 24
hours since the program began Nov. 1,
1974, ready to rush sick persons and accident victims to hospitals, transport human
organs for transplants and carry surgical
teams to perform such operations.
"I've had as many as five ships up at one
time on MAST missions,- said Capt. Danny Lacy, operations officer.
One one mission, two helicopters, their

Construction of the three swimming pools for
the new Murray-Calloway;County Park is in full
swing. Here workmen are pouring one of the
final sections of the wall tor the main Olympicsize pool.
The joint effort of both MurraN and Callowav
County will give the count v a park superior to
any other in the Jackson Purchase

NAPLES, Italy ( AP) — "Ammunition
exploded. There were terrible fires," the
sailor injured in the collision of the U.S.
aircraft carrier John F. Kennedy and the
cruiser Belknap reported.
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3
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Snowshowers ending and colder Tuesday.
high near 30. Wednesday decreasinL
cloudiness and cold.

Saturday Mail
Service May Be
Halted By USPS

One Injured
In Accident
Early Today

FRANKFORT, Ky.—The Kentucky
Department of Parks has announced plans
for the construction of six tennis courts at
Kenlake State Resort Park near Hardin
A $90,400 state contract has been
awarded to Louisville Paving Co. for its
successful bid on the project.
Work on the project is to be completed
by May 1, 1976. The six courts are to be
constructed at the day-use recreation area
in the park. Work contracted includes
approximately 41,000 square feet of court
surfacing, chain-link fencing, light
standards and all grading, seeding and
sodding necessary to complete the project.

Continued Cloudy
ram
tonight
A;11:046W-gr )te 4tith
pRr m"

merce, it appears that the average
Calloway County man with four years of
college can look forward to making about
58 percent more during his working career
than a high school grad.
By the same token, local men who have
graduated from high school have lifetime
earning prospects that are 39 percent
greater than those of elementary school
graduates.
Since the figures are averages they do
not reflect the fact that some people with
limited education make more than some
college graduates do.
In Calloway County, the latest figures
show, the median years of education being
acquired is 10.8, as compared with the
median in 1960 of 8.8.
Of the local population over age 25, 43.8
percent are high school graduates and
another 11.4 percent, college graduates.
Denying that a college education has declined in economic value, Allan W. War.,
of the -American Association of 811144
Colleges refers to a Carnegie Commladlin
study which found that college graduate
earn more, have steadier employment,
better fringe benefits and are more likely
to be satisfied with the work they are
doing.

CPS DEGREES
Mrs. Hazel finley, center, Kentucky Division President of the
National Secretaries Association, presented CPS certificates to Faye Wells and
Mrs. Norma Ivy at ceremonies Friday night at the Holiday Inn.

One person was hospitalized this morning following a one-car accident on Highway 280 east of Murray, according to
Kentucky State Trooper Charles
Stephenson.
The driver of the car, Danny K. Outland,
18, Route Five, was transferred to
PaduOah with a broken leg. passenger,
Benjie Norsworthy, 15,.was not seriously
injured.
Trooper
said the car was
going westStP
ont
"msenhen it went out of
control;'ran off the ratid,and hit the end*
driveway culvert.
Outland was listed in satisfactory
condition before transfer by officials of the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
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Tuesday, November 25
Monday, November 24
Book Fair will be held all day
LaLeche League will meet at
eight p.m, at home of Jane at Robertson School and also
Flint, 107 Clark Street, Murray. during the open house by Um
VIA at seven pin.
Adult Great Books Discussion
The Alumnae Chapter of
Group will meet at seven p.m.
at the Calloway County Public Sigma Alpha Iota will meet at
the home of Shirley Doron at
Library.
seven p.m.
National Organization tot
Women(NOW) will meet at the Mission Group will meet at
United Campus Ministry at the home of Margaret Taylor at
eight p.m.
ten a.m. for an all day meeting.

Widows Are Honored
At Dihner By Masons
Murray Lodge 105 Free and
Accepted Masons entertained
with a dinner on Tuesday
evening, November 18, at Seven
Seas Restaurant honoring
Masonic widows of Murray and
this area.
Those
honored
were
Mesdames Edith Heise, Nell
Stokes, Irene
Garrison,
Maurine Hargrove, Carl
Harrison, Calista Clanton, Ora
Lee Farris, Peter Kuhn, Burman Parker, Lorene McCage,
Johnnie Reed, Opal Reaves,
Lucy Stranak, George Hart,
Zelna Carter, Hugh Wilson,
Cohen Stubblefield, Cletus
Robinson, Chesley Butterworth,

Lola Morton, Mary Louise
Short, Lora Ashcraft, Margaret
Tidwell, Frank Sykes, A. B.
Austin, Ola
Winchester,
Frances Churchill, Connie
Jones, Sue Kline, and Muncie
Getirin.
Others attending were David
Morris and Jane Talley, Pete
Farley and Christine Soilthard,
Ed Morton,' and Messrs and
Mesdames Norman Klapp, Cleo
Sykes, Richard Henninger,
Henry MaJtizie, R. H. Robbins, Dee Lamb, Joe Lasater,
Max Weatherford, Pat Elkins,
Walter King, Dennis Kelley,
Hollie Alderdice, Dan Rodden,
and Jack Persall.

Hazel Woman's Club
Holds Meet Thursday

Mr. and Mrs. Charlie A. Green
Mr.and Mrs. Charlie A. Green will celebrate their 80th wedding
anniversary on Sunday, November 30, at their home on Route
Two,Buchanan, Tenn.
All friends and relatives of the Greens are invited to come by
and visit between the hours of two and five p.m.
Assisting in the event with their daughters and son, Mrs.
Norene Greene, Miss Nell Green, Mrs. Wendell (Alma) Greene,
Mrs. Henry(Mary) Byrd, Mrs. Wallace (Evelyn) Wood, Mrs. Joe
(Jerline) Coleman, Mrs. Charles (Berline) Allbritten, Mrs. Roger
(Betty) Harris, Mrs. Gordon(Judy)Hans,and Charles Green.
Myrtle Arminta Hastings and Charlie Alma Green were
married December 1, 1915 by Rev. Buck Williams at his home in
Henry County,Tenn.

The Hazel Woman's Club met James Harold Latimer, was
Thursday, November 20, at admitted to the club.
Sophie Sagrera gave a demonstration on the making of
seven p. m. at the Hazel
The program was on -Club
corsages at the November meeting of the Garden DepartCommunity Center with the Orientation." Mrs. Butterworth
ment of the Murray Woman's Club.
president, Mrs. Jackie But- reported on what the club has
terworth, presiding.
done for the past year and gave
Mrs. Hughes Benett gave the a brief talk on KFWC and
devotion. Mrs. Max Parks read GFWC.
Secret pals were revealed by
the Club Collect. A financial
report on the Community the group with a gift for each
Center was given by Jack member.
Eighteen members were
Roach
and John Schenbock,
"Flowers, Ribbon and Lace" spray corsage because it is the
present.
Hostesses were Mrs.
most simple and can be made guests.
was the theme of the meeting of
Butch Elliott, and Mrs. Steve
One new member, Mrs. Knott.
the Garden Department of the with a minimum of purchased
Murray Woman's Club held on material.
To prepare the flowers they
'Thursday, November 8, at 1:30
should be cut with ssone inch
p. m.
The home of Mrs. John
Douglas, stems and dropped into a
Mrs. Harold
Livesay was the scene of the
container of water to stand
program chairman introduced
meeting of the New Concord
the speaker, Mrs. Walter overnight and harden. She then
Homemakers Club held on
.(Sophie) Sagrera, and ex- demonstrated the two methods
Wednesday, November 12, at
ten a. m. with the president,
:'gained that flowers, ribbon and of wiring - the clutch method
!lace was another way of saying used for most flowers and the
Mrs. Charlie Stubblefield,
Operation Identification is a presiding.
piercing method used for roses.
Joe Green, director of
corsages.
Mrs. Segrera said that her She also demonstrated the security at Murray State state wide program designed to
Miss Maud Nance gave the
first introduction to corsage wiring of net or some similar University, was the guest discourage burglary and theft devotion reading an "Exhormaking came as a child when material to use as trim to speaker at the open meeting of of valuables and provide a way tation to Praise God Cheerthe Kappa Department of the to easily identify stolent fully," I Thessalonians 5:10,
she watched her aunt working compliment the flowers.
Mrs. Ron Cella, department Murray Woman's Club held on property. Mr. Green suggested and also "Counting Your
with flowers in her shop. About
two years ago she learned that chairman, presided at the Tuesday, November 11, at the that each member contact the Blessings." Mrs. Effie EdMurray Police Department to wards, secretary-treasurer,
by using corsages as table business meeting and reported club house.
M.. Green who was in- obtain additional information gave her reports and members
decorations, she could make a oath. general meeting of the
about Operation Identification. answered the roll call by
few flowers go a long way. Since Woman's Club with special
During a question and answer, naming what she liked to
emphasis
on
the
progress
made
that time she has done consession, Mr. Green also
siderable research and has in renovating the club house.
discussed ways to deter atHostesses for the social hoar
: refined her technqies of
tackers,
and how to deal with
which
followed the meeting
producing a finished product
the drug abuse problems in
were: Myrtle Lou Cayce, Jackie
with a professional look.
Murray.
She explained the various Conley, June Cottrell, Geneva
Kappa president Penny
types of corsages but for her Ferguson, Laura Galloway and
The Pacers Homemakers
Warren thanked Betty Hassell,
demonstration she made a Louise Somers.
Club met with Marilyn Mikulcik
Rue McCutcheon, and Geneva
on Wednesday, November 12, at
Giles for their work as Haunted
ThWs.k1L&-9:30 a. m. with fourteen
Proceeds
Co-Chairman.
House
members present.
from the Haunted House will go
Reports were given by Fay
to the Comprehensive Care
Jacks on the area day, by
Center.
Marilyn Mikulcik and Jean
--Swaral- --Kappa members— FlemJng on SerAjlbattiancl-bY
Weiiiiliiiecognized as winners Cookie Callahan on "Furniture
in the First District Crafts Refinishing.
Contest held recently.
There will be no generation activities available.
The lesson on "One Dish
For further information write
gap at the candy pull this week
Hostesses for the meeting Meals" was given by Cookie
at Empire Farm, located in the TVA,Land Between The Lakes,
were Carol Boaz, Vickie Baker, Callahan. Four of the dishes
Education Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231.
Environmental
Joe Green
Martha Shirley, Anne Hoke, were prepared by Marilyn
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Center at TVA's Land Between
-Guest Speaker
Janice Howe, and Mary Mikulcik, Regina Haggett,
23-25 —
November
The Lakes.
Cookie Callahan, Faye Matthai,
Bar- Humphries.
In fact, visitors will probably GRANDMA's CANDY PULL - troduced by Mary Jo
Town
"Small
spoke
on
tholomy,
be inspired to make their own Taffy and molasses candy and
It."
Christmas candy after tasting molasses popcorn balls are Crime and How To Prevent
The director cited many
the old-fashioned treats. prepared in Kentucky tradition.
is
Molasses popcorn balls will also An interesting and delicious statistics showing that crime
County
be made in the farm kitchen. An experience for the whole on the rise in Calloway
Kentucky and the
By Helen F. Andrew, M.S.,
added attraction for the family! Empire Farm, 9 a. m. as well as in
States.
He told the
United
Health Educator
children on Sunday afternoon to 4 p. m.
November 25—BIRD WALK - Kappas about the new
was an opportunity to take a
Identification
High-Protein Diet
ride about the farm in one of the A 2-hour stroll in search of in- Operation
Murray
wagons pulled by mules, horses, teresting birds. Center Station, program offered by the
Police Department.
The high-protein diet fre7:30 a. m.
or oxen.
quently recommended by athNovember 29—FORESTRY
Those persons who prefer
letic coaches is based on the
outdoor activities will also find HIKE - Join our forester for a
mistaken assumption that
/
2-hour walk to study tree
programs that will appeal to 11
protein is needed to furnish
their interests. TVA's Land species, woodland ecology, and
energy
Between The Lakes is a place to current forest management
Dr. Ralph A. Nelson, asso(three times a week), 1 tabledo things. You are invited to practices. Center Station, 2 p.
ciate professor of nutrition at spoon peanut butter, V: cup of
m.
participate in the programs and
the Mayo Medical School, cottage cheese, V: cup green
expressed concern about the peas, 1 potato (plus fruit,
The Wadesboro Homemakers
possible hazards of the high salad and dessert).
Club met in the home of Mrs.
protein intake he found in
Experiments with animals
Wayne Hardie on Wednesday,
checking some of the Olympic have demonstrated that a
with
1:30
p.m.
November 19, at
athletes.
4
high-protein diet is related to
Mrs. David Palmer, president,
This concern extends to kidney disease and a shorter
presiding.
Americans in general who eat life. While evidence in human
perhaps twice as much pro- nutrition is not so conclusive,
Mrs. Dennis Cobb read the
tein as they need, according to Dr. Nelson believes it is a
scripture and also the 100th
Dr. Nelson. He believes that reasonable assumption from
Psalm as the thought for the
su Nit Bea
people would be healthier if
month.
the evidence available that
Mum
a MR BATTU
they kept their daily protein "the average human being
Gary Lee Potts explained the
Thru Wed. I
intake
at
the
level recom- would live longer if he con—No Panes— "Hello A Day" service that is
mended by the Food and sumed less protein."
organized
for
the
people
being
Nutrition Board of the NaHe even wonders whether
in Murray who live alone. This
tional Research Council.
greater life span of women
the
is a volunteer service rendered
The Council reduced its
be due to the fact that
might
by members of different
Recommended Daily Allowtheir protein intake is lower
organizations.
ance
last
year
from
0.9 gram
641 ro Bus Ftt
that of most men.
per kilogram of body weight than
Others present were Mrs.
if no direct health
Even
Thur. Wed. I
to 0.8 gram. This amount
Clarence Culver, Mrs. Ernest
benefit can presently be
Thor- "LET'S DO IT AGAIN"(PG)(11)
would
be
about
56
grams of proved, there is comfort in the
Futrell, Mrs. Max Hurt, Mrs.
protein per day for the averWes Fulton, Mrs. Baron
knowledge that the beleaage man: 46 grams for womPalmer, Mrs. Gusts Conner,
housewife can meet
guered
,4.7
6
1g0
en, except for pregnant or
Mrs. Clete Young, Mrs. Clinton
requirements while
protein
nursing women, who require
and Mrs.
members,
Burchett,
her expenditures for
reducing
antral Center
additional .protein.
Barletta Wrather, county agent
high cost protein foods withThis
4-moust
of
protein
depriving her family . of
home econor,nici, guest.
Thru Wed.
....."Dier-"INAIAint-T444Mn 2-(PG)
mould bo.. provided ite-st-,out
'aid) 1i1
at the
following daily menu: 2 glass
o 1975 as a comawnoty **vote oF'
Colonial House SmeNasbord on
'es of milk, 3 slices of whole- .n7e
rfttr
-lio.7>or
rn
°1
•7, G:nerTC:n
del
rn• meo
Wednesday, December 17, at
grain bread. oatmeal, I pyg forsasco of Sassallh-day
11:30 a.m. for a luncheon.

Mrs. Sagrera Speaks
At Garden Club Meet

Sinking Spring Baptist Ground breaking ceremony
Church Men will meet at for new home of Murray Moose
Lodge No. 2011 will be at the
Triangle Inn at seven p.m.
new site on North 18th Street
Alateen will meet at the AA Extended at four p.m.
Hall at seven p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will meet
Senior recital by Michael at seven p.m. at the Health
Shannon, Flat River, Mo., Center.
clarinet, will be at seven p.m. in
Recital Hall Annex, Fine Arts
Ellis Center will open at ten
Center, MSU.
a.m. for Senior Citizens with
monthly clean up at 10:30 a.m.,
Joint senior recital by Vicki sack lunch at noon, band
L. Riggs, Owensboro, clarinet,
practice at 12:30 p.m., and
and Robert Wilson, Hopidn- Learning to square dance at 1:45
sville, trumpet, will be at 8:15
p.m.
p.m. in Farrell Recital Hall,
Fine Arts Center, MSU.
Dexter Arts and Crafts Senior

Kappa Open Meeting

Murray Quota Club will meet
Creative Arts Department,
Murray Woman's Club, will at twelve noon at the Triangle
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the club Inn.
house.
Wednesday, November Li
Murray State Amateur Radio
Advisory Board of Senior
Citizens will meet at St. John's Club will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Ham Shack.
Center at ten a.m.

We're Celebrating
2nd Anniversary
Special

10%

Marilyn Mikulcik Entertains

—Oosod Thenkagivbsg—

Members Of Pacers Homemakers

C.Ip4RadW4FciasIry
fhb Are nonned Aviv MW

Xecath-toise

Wadesboro Club
Holds Meet At
Hardie Home

5.1

Seven Alone[GI•
PARDON MY

BLOOPER

I

411.lattekt%

4

Bowling for Senior Citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at 1:30
p.m.

collect.
Thursday, November 27
The major lesson on "One
Golden Circle Class of
community-wide
Annual
Dish Meals" was presented by Memorial Baptist Church will Thanksgiving service will be
Mrs. Rainey Lovins, who meet with Norma Bone at seven held at First Christian Church
prepared the "Busy Wife p.m.
from ten to 10:45 a.m.
Stew," macaroni tuna loaf, and
barbecued lima beans. They
were served buffet style with
mints, pickles, potato chips and
fresh fruit slices with Mrs.
Livesay serving the drinks.
Eleven members and one
visitor, Mrs. Barletta Wrather,
were present.
The next meeting will be a
Christmas party at the Holiday
Inn on Wednesday, December
Storewide Discount
10, at eleven a. m.
—All Sales Cash—
Moo*, Nov. 24th Hwy Saturday, Nov. 29th

and Priscilla Schanbacher.
Afternoon projects included
work on Christmas decorations
and macrame plant hangers.
Others present were Jane
Barnett, Millie Graves, Lola
Hum, Joanna Adams, Martha
Slow, Jean Smith, and Dottie
Jordan.
The next mToting will be a
salad luncheon at the home of
Joanna Adams on Wednesday,
December 10, at 9:30 a. m.

Houtv 101)0 &JO- to 530 p.m.
Mon.-Th so.
111-00 a.m.to 8:00 p.m. Friday & Saturday
Until Christmas
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NOTICE
Now Open For Business

Conrad's
Piano's And Organs
Kimball

If

Recovery, Inc., will meet at .citizens group will meet at
First Presbyterian Church at Dexter Community Center at
nine a.m.
seven p.m.

Mrs. John Livesay Hostess For
Foreign Mission book study
will be at Salem Baptist Church
New Concorgi Homemakers Meet at seven pin.

Joe Green Speaks At

rafts..

Lowrey

Story & Clark

Conrad's has moved to Murray with the
largest selection of Pianos and Organs in this
area. We have FULL TIME service technicians
employed by us. Watch for our Grand Opening
soon. Remember our motto, "If you don't
purchase an organ or piano from Conrad's you
will probably either pay more or get less."

Conrad's
In The Olympic Plaza
(Across from the stadium behind Tom's Pizza)
Hours:
Monday-Thursday 10:00 a.m.-6:00p.m.
Telephone
and Saturday 10:60 a.m.-9:00 p.m. 753-1414
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Deductions Need Proof
Don't give away that cost without knowing hew much it. worth first. This time of
year families are donating their old clothing and other items to church sales and
club bazaars.
The Internal Revenue Service suggests
keeping track of what is donated in preparation for filling out income tax forms
IlleXt year.
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nd also
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In its Publication No. 526, available at
all IRS offices, the agency gives the
basics in deducting donations to qualified
eryieninations. This list inciudes several
categories, each as churches, synagogue*
or ether religious organizations, civil defense grams, war veterans clubs, nonprofit volunteer fire companies and
others.
One problem associated with donating

fleet at
aylor at
neeting.
Temony
y Moose
at the
a Street

secondhand items is knowing the value of
the items which are to be given away.
IT IS POSSIBLE to deduct percentages
from the original cost of clothes, for instance, but the IRS estimates will not
always agree.
A better idea is to have the charity or
nonprofit group which receives the items
make sot as appraisal statement in writing, which the donor can me when itemizing income tax forms.
A less effective way, but still necessary,
Is keeping a hat of the items donated. A
must, the IRS says, is keeping records.
This includes any appraisals made by the
charity, cancelled cheeks for monetary
donations and any other evidence, such as
letters, which can prove that a donation
was made
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New Providence Homemakers
Holds Meet With Beth Falwell

Th. Marruy
LodArr 11, Tames

Brannum And Holmes
Wedding Vows Read

Your Individual
Horoscope

McDaniel And McKee!
Wedding On Saturday

Frances Drake

Plans have been completed
for the wedding of Miss Rita
McDaniel, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. George McDaniel of
Mayfield, and Greg L. McKeel,
son of Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
McKeel of Murray.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, November
29, at seven p.m. at the First

FOR TUESDAY,
NOVEMBER 25, 1975

If They Can Bare It
So Can You!

ta Senior
meet at
'enter at

Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.

ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 14
41:
4
Job concerns in high favor.
Better communications beBy Abigail Van Buren
tween yourself and co-workers
0 1075 by Chicago Tribune•N V Mime Synd , inc
indicated.
TAURUS
ar
DEAR ABBY: This problem is making me physically ill. (Apr. 21 to May 21) tie
We live in the suburbs, and my husband works in the city.
You may face some opA bar-type restaurant recently opened near Vic's office that
position. Handle with the utfeatures a "go-go lunch" —complete with nude girls who
most tact and discretion and,
dance and wait on tables. Vic and several men in his
above all, keep emotions under
department lunch there daily now.
stern control.
I am very much upset over this, and Vic knows it, but he
GEMINI
makes light of it. He's a hot-blooded Latin, and just the (May n to June 211
thought of his being aroused by naked girls every day is
Be extremely alert now.
more than I can bear.
Something
which seems to be
How should I handle this? I've considered meeting him in
handed to you on the proverbial
town for lunches, but the trains don't run at the proper
silver platter may actually have
times. Also, I am tied down with small children.
strings attached.
PHILADELPHIA WIFE
CANCER
DEAR PHILLY: What are your alternatives? Ordering (June 22 to July 23) e
your husband to quit going there for lunch? Sorry, but he's
Pleasing recognition for your
a big boy, and you aren't his mother.
work on a recent project now
I seriously doubt that the girls are nude,(Topless, maybe, raises your self-esteem and
but hardly naked at lunchtime.) After the novelty wears
gives you a warm glow of
off —and it will—all that nudity will become about as
satisfaction.
exciting as looking at a lot of dressed turkeys hanging in a
LEO
butcher-shop window!
(July 24 to Aug. 23i
Certain phases of a recent
DEAR ABBY: My problem is my nose! I hate it.
.1 activity are now drawing to a
I am IS and have.a fairly good pWslbadtty and lots dri successful conclusion.
Take the
friends especially at church. But everybody seems to notice
initiative if you can and force
my nose, and I think it's high time I did something about it.
the pace.
What really hurts, Abby, is that there's this guy who
VIRGO
goes to my church. I like him a lot, but because of my nose
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 231 WP
he calls me "747"
Business relationships under
If you could see my nose, you'd know what I mean.
excellent influences. You can
Where can I find a plastic surgeon who wouldn't charge
now make progress in areas
me a fortune? Even the pastor, in a very nice way, told me I
previously blocked
had a nose problem Help!
LIBRA
"747"
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
You may find yourself drawn
DEAR "747". If you are convinced that you'll never land
in two directions at once. This is
a guy with that 747, ask your family doctor if he knows a
plastic surgeon who would operate now, and let you make
the time to stop, look and listen.
monthly payments.
And, remember, the "easy"
road is not necessarily the best
DEAR ABBY: Please don't throw _this—in_ the. one.
wastebasket. I must have an answer.
SCORPIO-Whenever my husband and I are invited out for dinner, it
(Oct. 24 to Nov. n) MI*
seems to be the rule that everyone should sit by someone
Something you hear may
else's spouse. If I ask to sit beside mine, I'm accused of
cause you to suspect backstage
being jealous or possessive.
maneuvering, but don't let it
Abby, I don't go out to dinner very often, so it's a special
occasion to me, and I like to have my man near me. Sitting
lessen your self-confidence.
next to a stranger at dinner doesn't make me feel very
Keep going as you planned and
romantic after I get home.
ignore rumors.
What is your opinion? These people are mostly my
SAGITTARIUS
husband's business asbociates.
0
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 16
LONESOME
Your versatility pays off now.
An ingenious suggestion you
DEAR LONESOME: Most married people enjoy dinner
make in a tricky job situation
conversation with someone other than their own spouses.
riot only works out but wins
That's the object of socializing. Perhaps you are slightly
plaudits.
jealous, possessive or insecure. If so, admit it, and try to
CAPRICORN
overcome it.
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
How does your husband feel about sitting next to a
Avoid a strong tendency
stranger at dinner? If he enjoys it, I suggest that you learn
wishful thinking
toward
to enjoy it, too.
Realism and objectivity needed
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
in all situations. Optimism, too!
Know," send $I to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr
AQUARIUS
Beverly Hills. Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
self-addressed. stamped 12041 envelope.
Don't jump to hasty conclusions. Even where longpostponed changes are due, do
not make them impulsively.
Best efforts could be rendered
futile by anxiety, premature
action.
PISCES
X
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
e
r
Certain situations could
disconcert — IF you permit.
Don't look to the past for answers. Look to the future and,
for the present, ride with the
tide.
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Beth Falwell opened her The main lesson on "Powderhome for the meeting of the Puff Mechanics" was presented
New Providence Homemakers by Wanda Osbron. She gave the
Club held on Tuesday, club members several inNovember 11, at one p. m. Iva teresting and informative tips
Mae Allbritten, vice-president, on changing tires, checking the
presided.
oil, cleaning an air filter,
The
devotion from
I checking the fuses,and jumping
Thessalonians 5:18 was given a battery.
by Mrs. Falwell who gave A minor lesson on "Crock-Pot
thoughts about being thankful. Cookery" was also presented.
Eleven members answered The recreational period was
the roll call by naming led with Jackie Herndon being
"something I like to collect." the winner.
The minutes and financial Delicious refreshments were
report were by Patsy Pittman. served by the hostess with
Iris Casteel and Sylvia Sylvia Puckett giving the
Puckett each gave committee blessing.
reports.
Members
present,
not
Plans were made for the previously mentioned, were
annual Christmas party to be June Curd, Rita Burton, Opal
held December 9 at ten a. m. at Shoemaker, and Deedy Dunn
the home of Sylvia Putckett.
and Antonia.

United Methodist Church,
Eighth and Water Streets,
Mayfield, with Rev. Jerry Carr
officiating at the double ring
ceremony.
A reception will follow in the
church fellowship hall.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.

Murray Chapter -.
Of NOW Will
Meet Monday
The Murray chapter of the
National Organization for
Women will present its second
program on "Women and
health" on Monday, Nov. 24.
Guest speaker for the occasion will be Ann Ingle,
Registered Nurse,and a Family
Planning Nurse Practicioner.
She will discuss items of interest to women such as family
planning, pap smears, breast
examinations, and venereal
disease.
Ms. Ingle is a graduate of St.
Joseph's Hospital School of
Nursing, Memphis, Tenn., and
holds a BS. in nursing from
Murray State University. She
has been employed in the
Student Health Office at the
University since 1968.
A question and answer
session will follow. Refreshments will be served. The public
is invited to attend.

CAROTENE FOR "A"
Carotene, a substance converted to vitamin A by the body,
is found in large amounts in
dark green leafy vegetables,
such as spinach, broccoli, and
kale, and in dark yellow
vegetables like carrots, yellow
squash, and sweet potatoes.
Tomatoes are an important
some, also,

by Laurence M. Minsk M.D.
Consultant, National Dairy Council

Mr. And Mrs. Steven Edward Holmes
Miss Cathy Sue Brannum and bouquet tied
with pink
Steven
Holmes, streamers ending in love knots.
Edward
Paducah, were united in
Mrs. Vicki Lofton of Paducah
marriage on an autumn Friday was chosen by the bride as her
at 6:30 p.m. with Rev. Roosevelt matron of honor. She wore a
Denson performing the double blue floor length gown and
ring ceremony at his home with carried a single yellow mum
only the immediate members of with blue ribbon.
the families attending.
The groom chose his father,
The bride is the daughter of Eugene Holmes, as best man.
Mrs. Bernice Edwards of
The bride's mother wore a
Brookport, Ill., and the late floor length gown of green and
Tommy Brannum.The groom is white floral design with matthe son of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene ching accessories. The mother
Holmes of Red Bud, Ill., and is of the groom wore a floor length
the grandson of Mrs. Ruby gown of champagne knit
Lassiter orMurray and Mr. and fashioned with a lace top. They
Mrs. Clois Holmes of Benton, both wore corsages of white
For her wedding the bride orthids.
was attired in a floor length
The vrandmothers attending
gown of antique white crepe. the wedding were each
Cluny lace edged the large presented with corsages to
collar and tapered sleeves. She match their dresses.
wore a large lacy picture hat
After a week's wedding trip to
with pink ribbon trim and St. Louis, Mo., the couple now
carried a white Bible on which resides in Reiclland. Both are
was placed a white orchid employed in Paducah.

THANKSGIVING REMEMBERED
Tomato fights?
During my boyhood years
we had one, every Thanksgiving.
My cousins would arrive and it
wouldn't be long before we were
into it. With my two brothers and
myself. there usually were enough
for four or five on a side
The battles ranged over a quarter of a mile From the river on
our farm to the barn.

your previous opponent would
sneak to the garden and load up
with more ammunition.
The red tomatoes made a mess
of you. The green ones could sting
plenty!
But we loved it!
IT WAS COLD when we went to
the river as the only place to wash
up for the Thanksgiving feast in
the house.
To this day I remember •the
IT WAS never planned—that is, chill, but also the exuberance, and
talked about. The fight just hap- then the warmth of the house. And
pened. By that time of year, the mother's cooking.
remaining tomatoes in our This is the Bicentennial Year
vegetable` garden were spoiled America, in spite of its problems.
by frost. One of the boys would has much to celebrate. And on
wander over, with supposed inno- Thanksgiving there 1s much to be
cence. Suddenly he'd sling a thankful for
tomato at someone.
FOR MOST Americans les not
That would start it. And so much a problem of getting
everyone would join in. usually in enough food, it's a matter of
running battles between pairs of selecting the right ones for
boys But if your opponent backed good nutrition, and not overeating.
off, out of tomatoes, then you Hopefully, those families who
could sling one from the side at have budget problems are
some guy who was busy fighting benefiting from the food stamp
someone else. Meantime,someone plan. America is too well off to
might hit you from behind and allow anyone to go hungry
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YOU BORN TODAY are
extremely versatile; could
become an outstanding business
executive, an exceptional
journalist or a stand-out in the
world of jurisprudence. You
may also have a talent for
music, painting or sculpture,
but would probably eschew the
arts as a career because you
wouldn't find them lucrative
enough. However, taken up as
an avocation, any one of them
would be a splendid outlet for
your emotions. You are a
gregarious, amiable Individual
and generous to a fault. Be
carotid bgre, Abut you ars Just
imposed upon. Birthdate of:
Gaetano Donizetti, Ital. composer; Joe DIMaggio, renowned
baseball player
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Disunderstood
even though at times it may be
disinterpreted, we hope the
Department's efforts will not be
misregarded. It should be mistinctly understood that even though
disinformation is officially
mispensed, none of us should be so
gullible as to be clisled by those
who can't mistinguish between
mesirable ends and overt
dischief.
-Gadsden (Ala.) Times

A Welcome Problem
President Ford reports that he's
having trouble getting people to
cash his checks.
It's not that they bounce. It's
just that many people prefer to

keep them as souvenirs.
That's a problem a lot of us
poor, debt-ridden folks would like
to have.
-Columbus(Ga.) Enquirer

Forecasters Predict
Improving Economy
NEW YORK(AP)— It is often said that
in an election year the economy moves
ahead, not just because of some cyclical
accident but in response to efforts by the
administration to make itself look good.
A month or so ago you would have found
widespread support for the view that
President Ford had obtained a head start
on his particular program of making the
economy look good. There is probably less
support today.
All in all, the consensus of forecasters
still is that the economy will move ahead
through much of 1776, probably at an annual rate of about 7 per cent. But the public
reaction to all this might be another matter.
That is, the indicators might show that
the econatity Is improving, but that doesn't
necessarily cixrrinee the people that this is
so. The phenomena's has been demonstrated in the past — even today.
There is no mystery about it; the fact is
that the Gross National Product can grow,
but unemployment and prices can rise and
consumer confidence, partially as a result,
can decline.
In other words, the real world of the
voter might tend to be better or worse than
the world as interpreted by the leading indicators and the other statistical
measurements, no matter how refined
they may be.
A month or more ago a good many
people subscribed to the belief that the
economy was rebounding strongly from
the recession. But it seems a lot of other
people didn't believe it, because the confidence measurements declined.
More recent statistical information
shows that maybe they had reason to be
disbelievers. The indicators don't look
nearly as robust as they did, and the

recovery has settled back into a mixture of
weakness and strength.
There is good news, make no mistake
about it. The harvest is good. Housing starts, although very low, have recovered a
bit. Automobile sales, though relatively
low,have improved somewhat.
The U.S. payments balance reached
nearly $5 billion in the third quarter, after
a deficit of $1.62 billion in the quarter before. Retail sales have recovered
somewhat,although they are not vigorous.
And interest rates are falling.
But there are some very disturbing
reports also, and if the consumer surveys
are correct, the public is quite aware of
them. The good news, they observe, is not
without question marks. And the bad news
often is grim.
Inflation seems to be growing worse.
The consumer-Price index rose at an 8.4
per cent rate in October, up from 6 per cent
in September and less than 3 per cent in
August.
Unemployment is rising; it's back up to
8.6 per cent. Thousands of applicants who
had withdrawn from the work force during
the depths of the recession are now seeking
jots again. Many aren't finding them.
The rise in personal incomes has slowed,
partially as a result of those rising prices.
Householders spot this trend well before
the government announces it; they
discover it right in their own pocketbooks.
In statistical terms the economy will enter 1976 with a great (Fog of promise.
Production is rising. There is more
economic activity. The big-name economists are mildly confident.
But in many of those areas that touch
people very personally there is some
disturbing news. They understand their
pocketbook far better than they understand the statisticians.
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Guest Editorial

Wading through a report on the
Department of Justice counterintelligence programs, newsman
George Herman discovered this
linguistic gem:
Federal agents, the report said,
sought to confuse target groups"
by various means which provided
"disinformation." Oh, well.
It's not too hard to talk that way
if you really try. For instance:
To prevent future disjustice,
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By S. C. Van Curon

VAN CURON

How To Reach
Your Elected Officials
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State Level
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Ill S. 3rd Se., Murray, Ky. 42171
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Let's Stay Well

Breast-Feeding And Obesity

b.

k

Joe Prather is the top prospect for
President pro-tern, with Tom Garrett
returning as majority floor leader. Pat
McQuiston apparently has the lead for
assistant president pro-tern, a post created
after the 1974 session. Danny Yocum,
Louisville, is scheduled to be caucus
chairman with Kelsey Friend, Pikeville,
as whip.
The Republican leadership probably will
remain the same since there will be only
eight in the Senate. Eugene P. Stuart,
Louisville, will remain as minority leader,
with Joe Graves, Lexington, as caucus
chairman. The position of Republican
whip is open since Denver Knuckles is not
returning.
William Sullivan, Henderson, who was
president pro-tern for the last two sessions
in the Senate, and William Gentry,
majority whip last session, aren't
scheduled for leadership positions, but
probably will get an assignment from Gov.
Julian Carroll.
Freshman legislators are scheduled to
check in at Kentucky Dam Village
November 29, for the orientation sessions,
and seasoned legislators will start their
work Sunday. Party caucuses are tentatively scheduled for Sunday afternoon.
Phil Conn, director of the Legislative
Research Commission, will have a staff on
hand for registration and for handling
sessions during the four-day affair.

Today In History

BLASINGAME

illness besides shingles.
Q: Mrs. R. G. wanes to knou if
a Pap smear once a year 1,
really necessary.

HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems — fast.
If you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
HEARTLINE, 8514 N. Main St., Dayton,
Ohio 45415. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
Heartline: Is it true that you have a pen
pal club for senior citizens? I have all the
time in the world to write to people, but I
don't have anybody to write to. Can you
help me? — F. A.
Answer: Yes. Heartline has a pen pal
club for senior citizens. For more information, write to: Heartline - American
60 Club, 8514 North Main Street, Dayton,
Ohio 45415. •
Heartline: During the month of October,
I had $60 in doctor's bills. These are the
only medical bills I have had in 1975. I
thought that I read somewhere that if I
don't meet my deductible for Medicare
until the last three months of the year, that
it will also count toward the 1976 deductible. Is this true? — G. C.
Answer: Yes. The bills you acquired in

October can be used for your 1976
deductible. When a person does not have
any medical bills until the last three
months of a year, this amount can then be
counted toward the present year's
deductible and also twoard the next year's
deductible.
Heartline: A friend of mine, who was a
veteran with a nonservice-connected
disability, just died in a private hospital.
Will the Veterans Administration pay
transportation costs to his place of burial?
—M. K.
Answer: No. V. A. is allowed to pay
these costs only if the veteran died while
being treated in a V. A. hospital, or while
being treated at V. A. expense.
Heartline: I just received my approval
from Social Security for my disability. I
am married and have one child. Will my
wife and child receive any benefits? — B.
F.
Answer. Yes. Your wife and child will
both be entitled to a Social Security check
as long as your child is under the age of 18.
For your free leaflet, "How Heartline
Can Help You," send a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope to Heartline, Box 4994,
Des Moines, Iowa 50306.

Sensing The News
By ANTHONY _HARiudAN
Exact/Rive Vice Presided

United States Industrial Council

By The lasercsated Press

Today is Monday, Nov. 24, the 328th day
of 1975. There are 37 days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1963, the accused assassin
of President John Kennedy, Lee Harvey
Oswald, was shot to death by Jack Ruby in
Dallas, Tex.
On this date:
In 1784, the 12th American president,
Zachary Taylor, was born in Orange Coure
ty, Va.
In 1867, barbed wire was patented by
Joseph Glidden of De Kalb, M.
In 1942, the Germans were suffering
heavy losses in the Battle of Stalingrad in
the Soviet Union.
In 1e44, U.S. bombers based on Saipan
attacked Tokyo. The raid was the first
against the Japanese capital by landbased planes.
In 1963, the body of President John Kennedy was taken from the White House to
the Capitol Building to lie in state.
In 1967, many foreigners on Cyprus
moved inland on the island, fearing an invasion by Turkey.
Ten years ago: The heaviest US. death
toll for one week in the Vietamese War so
far was made known: 240 Americans killed
inaction.
Five years ago: A Japanese writer of
world nisi-Olin, Yukio Mishima,led a sword
attack on an army general's office in
Tokyo and then killed himsef in traditional
hara-kiri fashion.

10 Years Ago

Stets lee. Kenna C. loos(0)
Shrhe Gavial Mang
Freoldert, Ky.1041

transfer immune bodies from
mother to infant and a softener
of infant stools Breast-feeding
may have an added benefit of
helping to avoid excess body fat
in infants_

hEARTIIN

Legislators Will
Gather For Conference

•

Excess body fat during infan- begins nursing is a possible sigcy and the subsequent growing nal to the baby to stop feeding.
years is now regarded as a cause even though the breast still conof obesity that is difficult, if not tains milk While mother's milk
impossible to control in later life. after the first five minutes of
nursing supplies only about 15
- This tendency to obesity is
thought to be related to too many per cent of the total volume confat cells which become estab- sinned at a nursing, the energy
lished by excess food intake dur- content rises sharply, mainly
ing the formative years of life from lipids and proteins.
Bottle-fed babies have no such
Therefore. greater attention is
"signal."
since neither taste nor
now being paid to infant feeding
flavor changes during feeding
as a means of prevention of
obesity during early life and the and therefore, they may take in
adding of excess weight in later an excess of food, encouraging
obesity.
life.
Other authorities disagree that
In recent months, breast-feed- the "signal" is 90 simple but ading has been studied as a means mit that the idea needs further
of cootrolling infaid.maahl Bri- •sindy.r..
- • •-•-ttish 'researcher Barbara Hall
It has long been recognized
believes that a change in the that breast milk has advantages,
composition and taste of such as relative freedom from
mother's milk after an infant bacteria, and as a vehicle to
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Agree Or Not

By S. C. VAN CURON
FRANKFORT—Lesgislators will gather
next weekend at Kentucky Dam Village
for the pre-legislative conference and for
orientation of new members.
One of the prime orders of business for
the legislators will be selection of
leadership for the 1976 session to be formalized when the Legislature convenes
January 6.
Democrat,or majority leadership, in the
House is where the big contest is at the
moment with at least four strong candidates seeking the speakership now held
by Norbert Blume, Louisville. He has
served two full terms and would like to
make it a record of three in modern times.
Others actively seeking the post are Joe
Clarke, Danville; Gross Clay Lindsey,
Henderson, and William Kenon,
Lexington.
Hoover
Dawahare,
Whitesbw•g, is also in the race, but is not
considered a strong contender.
The leadership picture in the House is
somewhat muddled and a wide open race
since four Democrats in the leadership are
not returning.
One of the four candidates for the
speakership probably will be chosen
speaker pro-tern.
The four not returning are William
Paxton, speaker pro-tern; John Swinford,
majority floor _leader; William J.
Reynolds, caucus chairman; and George
Harris, majority whip.
Other House Democrats seeking
leadership positions are Bobby Richardson, for Majority Floor Leader; William
Donnermeyer; Lloyd Clap, and Charles
Wible. Some others have been mentioned,
but these are the chief contenders.
On the Republican side, Larry Hopkins,
Lexington, is challenging Harold
DeMarcus, Stanford, for the Republican
floor leadership post. Hopkins was
minority caucus chairman last session. He
has said he doesn't want this post again.
Arthur Schmidt, Cold Spring, was
minority whip last session and probably
will retain that post.
At the opposite end of the Capitol, the
Senate leadership seems more firmly
settled.

By F.J.L. Blassingame, M.D.

OPINION PAGE

The trailer home of Mr.and Mrs. Charlie
Forrest at Hale's Trailer Court was
destroyed by fire yesterday morning.
Forrest is a member of the Murray State
College football squad.
Mrs. Nora Tidwell Dowdy, Murray
Route One, died yesterday at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Perry Cole, manager of Kenlake State
Park, said that special work on the hotel
and cottage is now underway.
Sgt. Joe Knight, son of Mrs. Eunie
Knight and sister of Mrs. Brooks Moody,is
now serving in Vietnam.
Coleman McKeel of Murray has been
elected a director of the Kentucky Retail
Farm equipment Association at the
meeting held at Louisville.
The Baptist, Methodist, and Nazarene
Churches of Kirksey will hold a union
Thanksgiving service at the Baptist
Church.

20 Years Ago

H. F. Metzger, manager of Kuhn's Store
here said the work on the remodeling and
addition the store will be halted until after
You failed to mention your
the Christmas selling period.
Q Mrs. V. E. asks whether age, but such annual tests are
Miss Shirley Geurin, daughter of Mr.
shingles may be a sign that some (specially desirable for Women
and Mrs. Eugene Getirin, has been chosen
other serious disease exists at the between the ages of 35 and 55.
by the Murray Chamber of Commerce to
when cervical cancer occurs
same time.
represent Murray in the Maid of Cotton
mist frequently. It is well to
contest to be held in Memphis, Tenn.
A While most cases of shingles remember that cancer of the
Cadets John Wilson Frost, Jr., and
(herpes zoster) are separate il- cervix can also occur at other
Coleman J. McDevitt, Jr., have been
lnesses due to an infection in a ages and has been reported
in
named to honors at the Kentucky Military
nerve root with a virus (herpes women over 80 years
old. That
Institute at Lyndon.
simplex), it may be a sign of the
Pap teit is an effective way
Mr. and Mrs. Gorge W. Upchurch
depleted resistance resulting
of detecting cervical cancer is
announce the engagement and apfrom another illness existing
iirmikaasously. espoeisiNOlif these Prp..v.4-0 tat .1X.A1471.haCsibmbr,
-*
, .proaching -snareiaspit of their -daughter,
from this dangerous maligiiacv
skin
George Ann, to John Patterson Lester of
shingles
spread to several sites over the have decreased 50 per cent dur
Holly Springs, Miss.
body. The physician in charge of ing the last 24 years the Pap est
The Pinewood Derby will be held by Cub
such cases will search for other has been available
Pack 45 on November 25

TODAY'S TOPIC: THE VIEW FROM EUROPE
PARIS, France — America's problems
sometimes can be best understood from
abroad. Certainly, it is instructive to
discover what Europeans read about the
U. S. domestic scene.
The New York City financial crisis is a
case in point. If one reads international
editions of Newsweek and the Herald
Tribune, which are jointly owned by The
New York Times and the Washington Post,
one finds nothing save pro-bailout stories,
editorials and opinion columns. The
reluctance of the majority of Americans to
give vast financial aid to profligate New
York City is presented as provincialism
and a lack of enlightenment.
What one obtains from a majority of
English-language journals in Europe is a
view of America peculiar to the liberal
bailiwicks of New York and Washington.
The flood of pro-bailout writing testifies to
the influence and arrogance of the media
giants of the Northeast Corridor.
New York City isn't broadly
representative of America, however.
Therefore, Europeans who get the New
York City view of U. S. problems eimply
aren't getting an accurate picture of the
American Republic in all its diversity.
Europeans need to know more about the
OTHER America — the America west and
south of the Hudson River and north of the
metropolis. For all the concentration of
money power and media power in New
York City, it no longer completely
dominates the nation.
The television networks still manage the
news and attempt to structure events in
their presentation of them. Today,
however, the national television audience
is wiser and more aware of the networks'
efforts at manipulation of opinion.
The major New York banks are very
eager for the President and the Congress
to pull their chestnuts — the tax free New
York City bonds — out of the fire, but
bankers elsewhere in the naiton urge a
more prudent course of action.
There is a certain moral justice in the
New York City situation. For years, the
metropolis has sought to shape the nation
in a variety of ways, ranging from
financial matters to public opinion.
School systems in distant regions have
had to put up with books which they
believed were politically distorted by New
York-based publsihers.
Many communities have suffered at the
hands of arrogant media types — Time
magazine, for example. The labor barons
of New York City have held a virtual veto
power in political affairs.
In the world of ideas, New York City has

HARRIGAN

carried out a far from subtle censorship,
boosting writers who follow fashionable
ideas and Ignoring authors who declined to
subscribe to the liberal orthodoxy. New
York City, for example, is a stronghold of
left-oriented theorists who urge vastly
expanded public spending.
Now at last, New York City is very sick.
It is sick because it has indulged in all the
hurtful practices that it has urged on the
nation as a whole.
New York City is bankrupt not only in a
fiscal sense but in an intellectual and
moral sense as well. Americans and
Europeans need to understand this.
The cure for New York City is not a
transfusion of federal dollars. The cure
doesn't involve budgetary gimmicks.
It is grossly misleading to present a
federal loan guarantee as an attempt to
"save the city." As National Review has
noted, such guarantees represent an attempt "to save a select group of investors
from the consequences of making bad
investments. Those stuck with the bonds of
W. T. Grant do not get the same consideration!'
A federal bailout would not produce the
necessary reforms in New York City,
including abolition of rent control, institution of tuition at the city university —
and at the same level as paid by students
attending state universities, and
renegotiation of outrageous pension plans
and unjustified wage scales for public
employes. In short, New York City must
adopt a wholly new regimen and outlook.
Beyond that, New York City must shed
itself of its arrogance. It must look to the
OTHER America — to the West, Middle
West and South — and to responsible
communities elsewhere in the Northeast
for a clearer understanding of good public
order.
New York City, of course, may never be
the same again after the current crisis.
Indeed it should not remain in the same
relation to the rest of the country. By its
profligate ways, New York City has forfeited the position of leadership in the
country which it has enjoyed for so long.

Bible Thought
How are the mighty fallen, and
the weapons of war perished! II
Samuel 1:27.

We sometimes like to parade
of war, believing
powerful. But the
power and might of God is
mightier.

our weapons
them to be

MSU Schedule Of Events
THIS WEEK AT MSU
November 24
Murray State Women vs Union
University Basketball game at
5:15 p. m. Racers vs Athletes in
Action, 7:30 p. m., in the
Fieldhouse. Tickets are: Reserved bleacher - $3.00, adult general
admission - $2.00, and students $1.00.
A sepier_clarizie_recitaxill
'presented- by Michael Shannon,
from Flat River, Missouri, at 7 p.
m., Recital Wall Annex, Fine Arts
Center.

A joint senior recital will be
presented by Vicki L. Riggs,
clarinet, from Owensboro, and
Robert Wilson, trumpet, from
Hopkinsville, at 8:15 p. m.,
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine ,Arts
Center.
November 26
Phi Beta Lambda will meet at 6
p. m., in the Faculty Lounge,
Busines...s Building
'Thanksgiving holidays begin at
7:30 a. m., and Classes will
resume at 7:30 a. m. Monday.
Dec. 1.
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Western Bashes Racers
19-0 In Season Finale
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
One of the fraternities on the
campus of Western Kentucky
University sponsored a carbash Saturday afternoon.

ahead but there's nothing hut rod skirts coding
RED SHIRTS AHEAD -Larry Jones (36) of Marry/ looks
Bill Lee (64) and Mike Bobbie (12).
(81),
Brumm
at him. Also in the pkture for Murray are Gary
(Staff Plieess by Nike hernias)

Western Receives Bid
For NCAA Playoffs

A car-bash is where they set
up an old junker and for a
quarter and a strong pair of
arms, you can take out your
frustrations by bashing the
piece of junk with a sledgehammer.
It's really hard to say which
got bashed worse, the old car or
Murray State's football team.
With a sledge-hammer defense
that permitted Murray just 14
yards on the ground, the
Hilltoppers crushed the Racers
19-0 to sew up a share of the
Ohio Valley Conference crown

temconference defeat, to North Da- to Eastern Kentucky that
By MIKE CLARK
knocked Western out
y
eaker
poraril
heartbr
21-20
a
was
kota,
AP Sports Writer
until the Pan- of the OVC lead.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - that was in doubt
a two-point
The affable coach was quick
on
missed
thers
Northand
ky
Western Kentuc
note that his team will not
to
ion.
convers
ern Iowa, the No. 4 and No. 12
Coach
Northern Iowa lightly. "I
ky
take
Kentuc
small college teams in the na- Western
on
know a thing about them,
invitati
don't
the
said
Feix
Jimmy
a
in
tion, will meet Saturday
the
found out from our last
It's
we
g.
but
excitin
first round game in the Nation- was "very
call
nce (in 1973, when Westyou
experie
when
that
thing
of
type
Associal Collegiate Athletic
ed to the Division II
playadvanc
your
ern
August,
in
e
ation Division H football play- practic
it, particularly finals before losing) that when
about
talk
ers
offs.
you get in the playoffs, none of
The announcement was made your serniors.
playare slouchy or they
H
n
them
Divisio
early today by the NCAA and "Since the
playt be there.
our
wouldn'
shed,
establi
were
offs
ity
Western Kentucky Univers
"We were surprised last time
excited about the
very
are
ers
s.
official
qualifying. with Lehigh. We'd never heard
Western Kentucky, 9-1, possibility of
teams and of 'em or thought of 'em. I was
some
been
clinched a tie for the champion- There's
don't think notified that we were going to
who
coaches
some
ConferValley
ship of the Ohio
big a deal but our play Lehigh and the first thing
ence by blanking Murray 19-0 it's all that
guys here really look forward I said was,'Lehigh who?' Well,
last Saturday.
to it... they really look for it," they came down here and
ile,
Northern Iowa, meanwh
showed us who.
finished 9-2 overall and second Feix said.
on
invitati
"We were very lucky to
1.13p
that
added
He
nation's
to North Dakota, the
Westsaid Feix of the Hillsince
win,"
sweet
lly
second-ranked college division is especia
the toppers' 25-16 triumph. The
from
back
come
"has
ern
Central
North
power, in the
a 13-7 game Toppers defeated Grambling 28Conference. Northern's only dead" after losing
20 before losing to Northeast
Louisiana 34-0 in the Camellia
Bowl.
Northern Iowa's leader is
quarterback Bill Salmon, who
passed for 1,680 yards while
completing 105 of 216 passes.
He passed for 16 touchdowns
and rushed for 10 more.
The Panthers' rushing leader
is fullback Tom Scalissi, who
collected 1,058 yards and six
r
ll tio
e
te
ar
touchdowns.

Murray was so obvious that Western had 19 points on the
with Tennessee Tech.
As for Murray,they have a lot Western's defensive line just scoreboard and the score is the
in common with Bowling stood still and turned around only statistic that counts.
Green's famous lady, Pauline. and watched Brumm catch the The defense deserves a pat on
ball.
the back. As they have all
Both are out of business.
performed
Murray was in Western season,
they
The loss ends the dismal
the
in
more
once
y
Murray
only
Racers
With
territor
y.
The
.
icentl
Murray
for
magnif
season
finished 44-1 overall and 3-3-1 in game and that series ended trailing 3-0 near the end of the
when Hobbie had a pass picked first half, Western drove all the
the league.
There were several "ifs" in off, one of three Hobbie had way down to the Murray twoyard line.
the game and of course there intercepted.
It's really puzzling trying to
Three plays later and
are always "ifs" when you lose.
The biggest "if" for Murray figure out the game. Was the Western was still on the two.
came early in the second period Western defense that tough or But on the fourth and goal,
when the Racers were trailing was the Murray offense that tailback Lawrence Jefferson
-(). Quarterback Mike Hobbie bad? Six of one, half dozen of crashed over and Western went
up 10-0.
unloaded a 25-yard scoring pass the other.
It's nice to think that if
Charlie Johnson, who so
to Gary Brumm in the right
Murray had scored the touch- graciously helped Murray
corner of the endzone.
If the officials would have down, it might have been a defeat the 'Toppers last year,
happened to been asleep, different story. But even if the made up for his punting blunMurray might have taken a 7-3 Racers would have scored, ders last year by kicking two
lead. But the illegal motion by Murray would have still lost. field goals. The second one
came late in the third period

Murray Marathoners Do
Well In Nashville Race

(In u it t'I 1.1.1)(;Lit

SPORTS

Murray
of
group
A
Marathoners ran in the annually held Ilirkey Trot Run,
Saturday at East High in Nashville, Tennessee. The four
members of the local running
club reaped a bounty of trophies
for their outstanding individual
efforts in the chilly morning
hours.
Competing in the Three-Mile
run were Ralph Creek, a freshman distance runner from
England and Gabriel Black, a
their fight song and uNty Old first-year member of the
Kentucky Home."
Murray State University
"That did it," Curci said.
women's track team.
The Wildcats held Tennessee
Cheek, who led most of the
scoreless in the third period, al- way, was nipped right at the
though they were unable to finish line by a competitor
score themselves. Kentucky got coming up on his blind side. His
its second score early in the second-place finish in a strong
fourth period, but was unable field was accomplished in the
to make a two-point conversion time of 14:27. Black also took
to move within winning range. second place in th • Open
Curci said that Kentucky Women's division in the exstarted the season with promise cellent time of 19:24.
but, beginning with the Kansas
In the 10,000 meter run (6.2
game, "We really realized we miles), Father Martin Mathad .the inability to score
tingly of St. Leo's Church, took
- uburn game was the i**14 here bassorsia the Over-56
.and the A
final shot that took It out W diAnsion with a time of 55:43. Dr.
us."'
Adam Laming of the Depart-

Wildcats Rally In Second Half
But Vols Hold On For Victory

Curci's mission in the next few
By BOB COOPER .
weeks is to find a quarterback
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) - who can not only run the patAlthough Kenhicky has finished' ented Kentucky veer offense,
its football season at a miser- but pass as well.
Kentucky quickly fell behind
able 2-8-1, Coach Fran Curd is
convinced the state of Kentucky 17-0 on Saturday, when two of
has "already agreed to be a the most feared Vol players put
winner and it's just a matter of in their contributions.
After a field goal, junior runus putting it all together."
Curd had nothing but praise ning back Stanley Morgan
for the 56,000 fans who not only dashed for an 80-yard touchshowed up, but went wild as down with 2:48 left in the first
Kentucky made an unsuccessful period, and a 36-yard pass from
comeback effort in a 17-13 loss Randy Wallace to Larry seito Tennessee Saturday after vers set up a touchdown by
giving the Vols all their points t1ike Gayles just 54 seconcis
in the first quarter and a few into the second period.
That's when Tennessee took
minutes of the second.
"Nobody embarrassed us this its greatest control.
Kentucky then drove 80 yards
year except the loss to Florida," Curd said. "Our kids for a touchdown, sparked by a
played well and with somebody fake punt and run by Pete
who can play quarterback well, Genunill, and at that point, the
fans went so wild, Curd said,
we could be outstanding."
last
"that you could hardly call a
the
in
forced
was
Curci
game-and-a-half to bring back play from the sidelines.
quarterback Derrick Ramsey, "There was so much exBy The Associated Press
who started the season at quer- citement, but Gemmill is more
Jefferson County AAAA
but was switched to like a halfback," Curci said of
terback
St Xavier 11, Trinity 10
7
the play that gained a first
Valley
tight end.
Jeffersontown 14,
ee, it seemed down on a fourth-and-four situTenness
Against
State AAAA
ation deep in Kentucky's terriappropriate.
Ashland 21, Le. Lafayette 6
Paducah Tilghman 36. Clark
Ramsey carried the ball 304,ditysT
CO. 3
The Wildcats drove for the
times for 121 yards, including a
State AAA
37-yard touchdown jaunt. As a touchdown and went to the
Franklin-Simpson 28, Shelby
non-passer, he completed two dressing room with a 17-7 defiCo. 0
of three pascPs, including a 77- cit. "But at halftime you'd
Ft. Thomas Highlands 35, Ca
wood 6
yard score to tight end Dave think we were ahead 30 points.
They just couldn't wait to get
Trosper.
State AA
Not bad for a non-quarter- out there," Curci said.
Middlesboro 41, Rowan County
12
Because of an elongated halfback.
Scott County 43, Green County
However, Curci made it plain time period, the Kentucky team
0
after season's end that Ramsey arrived on the field early, in
State A
ought to be a tight end and time to hear the band play
Heath 15, Harrodsburg 14

bat finally, on a
TOUCHDOWN-It took three unsuccessful trios
its first touchgot
Western
two,
Murray
fourth and god from the
a(44)crashed over
Jefferso
e
Lawrenc
tailback
as
gams
the
of
down
for the score.
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The four "worn-out" cornpetitiors, with their six trophies,
participated in an after-therace celebration at the nearby
Gerst Hans, a local restaurant,
before returning to Murray.
Several Murray Marathoners
will be 'participating in runs
during the Thanksgiving
holidays in several different
places including Louisville and
Knoxville. Anyone wishing
information about joining and
running with this local club may
call 75376 or 753-5620 for
information.

Thanksgiving
Special
This Tues.& Wed., Nov. 25-26

Big Hamburger Steak
$1 29

Ludlow 27 Elkhorn City 6

Hooisers Ranked Top Team In
First Cage Poll, 'Cats Sixth

Turstixy • WII•NISI,Vi

ment of Sociology and Anthropology of Murray State
University, also won first in his
division(40-50) with a good time
of 41:20.
The other two runners, Cheek
and Black, decided to "double"
by also entering the 10,000.
Cheek, again running against a
fine field in the Open Men's
division took the third place
trophy with the excellent time
of 33:38. Running in the Open
Women's, division, Black
placed a strong second in the
time of 55:53.

Pa ace

Prep Playoff
Scores

•

from 39 yards out to put
Western ahead 134.
The final touchdown was
scored off the Murray offense.
Hobbie had a pass picked off
and James Jones ran it back 39
yards for the six-pointer. The
PAT was good and the final
score of 19-0 was on the
scoreboard for the 15,000 frozen
fans to watch.
As far as statistics go, the
only ones that were impressive
for Murray were the defensive
stats. Eddie McFarland had 13
tackles, Al Martin 10, Matt
Schappert seven and David
Reagan six.
Western ends its regular
season at 9-1-0 and 6-1-0 in the
league and will be going to the
NCAA Division II Playoffs.
As for Murray, basketball
season starts tonight.

Arizona State, Memphis State,
By MARC ROSENWASSER . spring after losing to Kentucky
Auburn and Syracuse tied
and
l
fiMideast
the
Regiona
in
92-90
Associated Press Writer
20th.
BLOOMINGTON, Ind. (AP) nal of the NCAA playoffs. It for
31-1 876
- Bobby Knight's Indiana Hoo- was their only setback in 32 1.1ndiana 1301
28-3 782
2.UCLA (13)
siers reacted to their No. 1 games.
UCLA, defending NCAA 3.Maryland
24-5 564
ranking in The Associated
23-4 493
Press preseason college basket- champion and winner of the 4.Marquette
23-8 453
ball poll as they react on the title nine times in the last 10 5.N. Carolina
years, is ranked second in the 6.Kentucky I 2)
26-5 395
basketball court - together.
19-10 281
The Hoosiers, who collick preseason poll. Rounding out 7.Notre Dame
28-3 259
with UCLA next Saturday, say the top 10 are Maryland, Mar- 8.Louisville
18-8 207
they are concentrating on per- quette, North Carolina, Ken- 9.Tennessee Ii
23-6 179
fecting their basketball skills. tucky, Notre Dame, Louisville, 10.Cincinnati
22-7 172
11.Arizona
The polls will have to take care Tennessee and Cincinnati.
"I don't even think about the 12.Alabama
22-5 146
of themselves.
22-6 135
"We're very appreciative rankings. The things that hap- I3.N.C. St.
20-9 132
that people think that highly of pen on the court, that's what 14.Kansas St.
19-7 122
us," Knight said Sunday after counts," said Tom Abernethy, a 15.San Francisco
19-8 101
the preseason rankings were new addition to the Hoosier 16.Michigan
97
20-11
released. "But I don't see how starting five.
17.Providence
"If you worry too much about 18.Arizona St.
96
25-4
you can rate teams with any
74
20-7
kind of validity until they have the polls, who's first, second or 19.Memphis St.
72
23-9
played some games, so I don't even 10th, you lose sight of the 20.Syracuse
18-8 72
feel one way or another about end of the season," he added. (tie) Auburn
being No. 1 this early in the "Finishing on top at the end of
Others receiving votes, listed
the season - that's our goal." alphabetically: Arkansas, Bosason."
Indiana received 30 first- ton College, California, Cenranked
were
The Hoosiers
third in the final AP poll last place votes and was named on tenary, Clemson, Creighton,
every ballot in garnering 876 Drake, Houston, Kansas, Idaho
points in the nationwide poll of State, Missouri, Nevada-Las
NG
BOWLI
writers and broadsports
Oregon,
GLENDALE HEIGHTS, Ill. casters. UCLA was next with Vegas, Oral Roberts,
an,
Americ
Pan
State,
15th
Oregon
his
won
Davis
- Dave
the Bruins rebut
points,
782
on,
Princet
Pitt,
State,
Professional Bowlers Associ- ceived only 13 first-place votes. Penn
Diego
San
.
Rutgers
,
246-190
Purdue
a
with
title
ation
Thelecond_10 con§ist,s4Azi.„'state, sew* t,grattntr, fintitbent-triumph over Johnny Petraglia zona, Alabama, North
Carolina Cal, Texas El-Paso, Texas
in the championship match of a State, Kansas State, San
Fran- Tech, Washington, Western
tournabowling
8100,000 open
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Regular Price $2.10
't Miss ftI

Ground Fresh Daily at
Gibson's Meat Market

Carry Out Chicken Prices
All Day Every Day
6 Pieces

$199

9 Pieces
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12 Pieces
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FIRST DOWN-Lawrence Jefferson rens eight yards fee first diens fir Weston obit* Darrel Imasey
makes Nis bit. Al.. la the pieties are Ansel/ Sweden (33) of Western, Watt Scbappert(94) of %env sad
Check Wesape (90) of Hsi Racers.

Racer Women Open
Season In Fine Fashion
said Rowlett. They proved they
can get the job done."
Roxan Maddix added 11
points to round out the doublefigure scores for the Racers.
The sophomore guard,
scoring only two points in the
first half, teamed with Griffith
to defensively engineer four fast
breaks in a row.
The defense of the Racers was
all that was anticipated by
Coach Rowlett.
Led by Mounts' 20 rebounds,
the Racers pulled down 52
rebounds while the Eagles only
managed 12.
Junior Cindy Liembach,
playing at the forward position
5'8" guard Denise Griffith in place of the injured Debbie
may have played her way into a Hayes, grabbed 12 rebounds
while 5-11 forward Sindy
starting role for the Racers.
Hitting six field goaLs and Macovik added six.
three free throws for a total of Sue McMillion led the Eagles
15 points, Griffith showed a with six points and five
poise and style(and a nice jump rebounds. Brenda Hamel added
shot) that will definitely pep the five points.
Murray offense.
The real test will be tonight
Playing at both the guard and when we go against Union
forward positions, freshman University," speculated Coach
Vidde Dillingham pat in ten Rowlett.
points and pulled down five "Union beat us by three
rebounds. Vickie showed she points last year, but they have
could play either guard or really improved this year. We'll
forward and will definitely be see what we really have against
seeing a lot of action this them."
season.
The MSU-Union University
"I was especially pleased game will be played tonight at
with Griffith and Dillingham," 5:15 p.m. in the MSU
Fieldhouse.
Murray State
fg ft Pt tP
3 4 0 10
'Dillingham
6 3 0 15
Griffith
10 3 323
Mounts
5 1 2 11
Maddix
1 0 1 2
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - ery point for Ludlow with four Sims
2 2 1 6
James Stanley vs. Larry touchdowns and three extra Jones
Macovik,Sindy 3 1 3 7
No. 1 point kicks.
Oberding and crew
No. 4 Scott County pummeled Macovik,Sandy 2 1 0 5
Franklin-Simpson
vs. No. 2
2 0 1 4
previously unbeaten Green Parrish
vs. Ft. Thomas Highlands.
1 0 0 2
It seems almost incidental County 43-0 in the other State Woolfolk
35 15 11 85
Totals
that the winner of that matchup AA semifinal to gain the berth
Ft. Campbell
next Saturday will also be opposite Middlesboro in the
fg ft 131 tP
crowned the state Class AAA Class AA title game, scheduled
1 0 2 2
high school football champion for Friday afternoon at Bowling Ortiz
scored
Jackson
0 4 6
Charles
3
Green.
McMillian
of 1975.
1 3 2 5
Unbeaten and top-ranked twice for Scott County, while Hamel
1 1 3 3
Franklin-Simpson, 13-0, roared Carl Collins added a 77-yard Trugsdale
0 2 1 2
into the title game at Bowling run and Sam Simpson contrib- McCormik
6 6 12 18
Totals
Green, Ky., by bombing third- uted a 75-yard run with a re35 50-85
Murray
ranked Shelby County 28-0 with covered fumble.
14 4-18
Stanley scoring three touch- The Class AAAA title chase Ft. Campbell
round
semifinal
the
into
moves
downs.
Highlands, this weekend after No. 1 AshSecond-rated
meanwhile, stomped Cawood land dumped Lexington Lafa35-6 as Oberding scored three yette 21-6 and No. 5 Paducah
times in running its record to Tilghman mauled Clark County
36-3 in State AAAA semifinals.
12-1.
No. 2 St. Xavier, which edged
Heath and Middlesboro, top
ranked in State A and AA, re- No. 3 Trinity 11-10, arid No. 5
spectively, also moved into Jeffersontown, a 14-7 winner
By BOB GREENE .
championship games after over Valley, moved into the
AP Sports Writer
game.
title
County
Jefferson
last
victories
gaining semifinal
Chaney cheated ... and
Don
sectwo
those
of
The winners
weekend.
the Spirits of St. Louis got
tangle
will
games
AAAA
tional
Harrods2
No.
Heath downed
caught.
burg in a State A playoff game Dec. 5 for the state champion- When Ted McClain hit only
when quarterback Terry Flet- ship.
one-for-six from the outside in
cher passed to Clarence John- A faulty center snap on a the first half for the Kentucky
a
11-0,
son for the winning two-point Trinity punt gave St. X,
Colonels, Chaney dropped off
conversion. Earlier, Johnson safety after the Tigers were apguarding him to help out
from
10-9.
beaten
had started Heath's comeback parently
underneath on Artis Gilmore.
scored
Fox
Tom
Quarterback
10a
with
deficit
14-0
from a
two second period touchdowns The gamble didn't pay off.
yard scoring run.
"They probably thought Don
State AA leader Middlesboro and Jeffersontown coasted the could cheat out there," said
avoided
Valley
way.
the
of
rest
fullused four scoring runs by
Kentucky Coach Hubie Brown.
back Billy Hamblin to rout Ro- a shutout when it scored 11 sec- "But Tedciie answered the call.
end.
the
from
onds
wan County 41-12.
He turned the embarrassment
Heath, 13-41, will meet Ludof not being played ( defenElkhorn
over
winner
.
.
.
27-6
TENNIS
low, a
sively) with key baskets and
City, in the Class A title game JOHANNESBURG, South Af- key passes."
Friday morning in Bowling rica - Americans Arthur Ashe
St. Louis Coach Rod Thorn
Green. Jim Lokesak scored ev- and Brian Gottfried beat Bob said he had Chaney lay off
Carmichael of Australia and McClain out of necessity beAdriano Panatta of Italy 6-2, 6-4 cause of the Spirits' foul
advance into the doubles trouble.
to
Hiss Your Paper?
semifinals of the South African
McClain added 14 points, 12
Subscribers who have net
Open Tennis Championships.
in the second half, as the Colohome•
their
received
nes grabbed a 93-85 American
delivered copy of The
.
GOLF
Basketball Association victory
Murray ledger L Times by
OSAKA, Japan - Japan's Sunday.
5:30 p.m. us urged to call Toru Nakamura fired a one-unIn the only other ABA game
753-1116 between 5:30 p.m. der.-par 71 to take a four-stoke played ,Sunday, the New York
111.
end 6 p:ni. to insure denti
lead over American Al Gelber.-- Nets defeated Utah 113-106
, of tiut newspaper. Cells melt ger after three rounds of the
In the National Basketball
United States-Japan golf com- Association, it was: Atlanta
be pieced before 6 p.m.
petition
115. Philadelphia 111; Boston

By PATSY J. BEAUCHAMP
Ledger & Times Sports Writer
"The outcome of this game
has not been any indication of
how we can really play."
A lot of people who read this
comment by MSU basketball
coach DewDrop Rowlett, might
think she wasn't present
Saturday night at her team's 8518 thrashing of the Fort Campbell Screaming Eagles.
But she was. "Trouble is,"
explained Rowlett, "everybody
else has beat them just as bad."
Before this game, Coach
Rowlett had expressed some
concern about the lack of
shooters on her ball club. "I'm
still concerned, though not quite
as much," said Rowlett.
Even if playing against a lowgrade team, the offense had to
put the ball through the hoop to
score 85 points.
Carrying eleven players to Ft.
Campbell, Coach Rowlett had
ten players that put points on
the baord.
Leading the Racers was big
Jackie
center
freshman
Mounts. Mounts pumped in 2;1
points, grabbed 20 rebounds,
and intimidated every Eagle
that came near, screaming or
not.
-Of course I'm pleased with
the way Jackie played,"
commented Coach Rowlett.

She's just as natural player."
Natural is not the word to
describe Jackie. Standing 6-1,
Jackie had ten points and ten
rebounds at the half. She has
moves under the basket that
brought to mind those of big Jim
McDaniels.
Having already cleared the
bench, the Racers led 35-14 at
halftime. Substituting even
more frequently in the second
half did not keep the Racers
from outscoring the Eagles 504!
Everyone wanted to show
Coach Rowlett what they could
do. And show they did!

Number One And Two
Collide In Title Game

By BRUCE LOWTIT
AP Sports Writer
The short-range effects really
aren't all that bad. Wounded
pride, after all, fades with
time.
But wounded bodies are a different matter - and with time
running out, those could be literally killing blows to a few
National Football League
teams.
Cincinnati, smack in the
middle of the league's tightest
divisional race, suffered a
shocking loss Sunday at the
hands of the previously winless
Cleveland Browns 35-23.
And worse, BengaLs quarterback Ken Anderson, who had
been slicing up Cleveland's secondary the way he's cut up just
about every other pass defense,
was knocked out of action with
a bruised chest. The extent of
the injury was still in question
today,
In Miami, the Dolphins wished there was a question about
the seriousness of quarterback
Bob Griese's injury - but there
isn't. He's out for the rest of
the season and scheduled to undergo surgery today to repair a

torn tendon in his right big toe.
That tear also helped Baltimore tear up the Dolphins.
With Griese out and Earl Morrell ineffective, the Colts rallied
for a 33-17 victory. But it was a
costly one for Baltimore, too,
when quarterback Bert Jones
suffered bruised ribs. Like Anderson, Jones' status was uncertain.
In the rest of Sunday's action, Atlanta beat Denver 35-21,
Minnesota defeated San Diego
28-13, Buffalo belted New England 45-31, St. Louis ripped the
New York Jets 37-6, Oakland
nosed out Washington 26-23 in
overtime, Dallas defeated
Philadelphia 27-17, Los Angeles
routed Chicago 38-10, Green
Bay crushed the New York Giants 40-14, Kansas City beat
Detroit 24-21 in overtime and
San Francisco slipped past New
Orleans 16-6.
Tonight, Pittsburgh is at
Houston with first place in the
American Conference's Central
Division at stake.
Browns 15, Bengals 23
Cincinnati could have taken
at least a temporary lead in the
division - but the Browns in
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SPORTS
Feix Enjoyed Watching
Western's Win On Film
gave the Hilltoppers a final 9-1
By MIKE CLARK .
record, a 6-1 OVC worksheet
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)- and a tie with Tennessee Tech
Twenty-four hours after his for the conference title. But
Western Kentucky football Western, which handed Tech its
team had clinched a tie for the only loss in OVC play, was inOhio Valley Conference title, vited to play in the National
Coach Jimmy Feix watched the Collegiate Athletic Association's
Division 11 playoffs.
game all over again.
A source close to the NCAA
"It was an enjoyable game,"
said Feix of the film he and his said that Western would meet
staff graded Sunday afternoon. Northern Iowa, 9-2, in a first
"It came out just like it dild 'Mudd game:
Eastern Kentucky, which finSaturday," he added with a
laugh, which meant that West- ished 8-34, used three Moreern's 19-0 victory over Murray head turnovers in sending outgoing Eagle Coach Roy Terry
on Saturday was for real.
The losing Racers, particular- into retirement with a final 3-7
ly the offensive unit, could have record. Terry resigned as
testified to that fact before the Morehead coach earlier in the
final horn sounded to end a season.
A fumble recovery set up
game that Western dominated
Stan Mitchell's 5-yard run and
from start to finish.
The rambunctious Western a pass interception paved the
Kentucky defense limited Mur- way for Ernie House's 15-yard
ray to just 10 yards rushing scoring jaunt. The Colonels led
and 70 passing and only twice 14-3 at halftime and coased
allowed the Racers across mid- from there.
Bob Mayberry's two touchfield.
The Hilltopiper offense, mean- downs and 133 rushing yards
while, controlled the ball with a led a ground-eating West Texas
varied ground attack headed by offense that devoured outtailback Lawrence Jefferson. manned Louisville. The Bufwho rushed for 108 of Western's faloes rolled up 466 rushing
yards to hand Louisville its 10th
270 yards.
In other games involving loss in 11 games.
Louisville drew first blood on
Kentucky colleges on the final
week of the season, Eastern Wilbur Siunmers' 35-yard field
Kentucky clipped Morehead 17- goal. But Mayberry answered
9 and West Texas State dubbed with his two touchdowns for a
14-3 first quarter lead and the
Louisville 49-23.
Western's win over Murray rout was underway.

Spirits Take Gamble And Fall
To Colonels, Nets Clip Stars
that knotted the score at Mill. Henderson finished with 21.
Celtics 105, Cavaliers 90
Trailing by 14 points at the
end of the first period, the Boston Celtics rallied behind guard
Charlie Scott and JoJo White in
the final quarter to defeat
Cleveland. White finished with
27 points while Scott had 16
Sonic, 112, Bucks 104
Tommy Burleson scored 18
points in the first period and
ended up with 22 as Seattle
beat back stubborn Milwaukee.
In the fourth quarter, Milwaukee narrowed the margin to
one point, but Seattle outscored
the Bucks 11-4 in the final 217
minutes. Brian Winters led Milwaukee with 28 points.
Lakers Ill, Rockets 99
A 28-point production by Gail
Gooctrich paced the L,os Anger1es Lakers to their victory over
Houston. The Lakers opened up
an early lead and never were
threatened.

105, Cleveland 90; Los Angeles
110; Houston 99, and Seattle
112, Milwaukee 104.
Colonels 93, Spirits 85
Gilmore finished with 29
points for Kentucky while Maurice Lucas scored 34 for the
Spirits. A two-pointer by Lucas
drew St. Louis to within two
points at 82-80, but McClain
popped in a field goal and the
Colonels were never threatened
again, reeling off seven straight
more points while St. Louts
went more than four minutes
without scoring.
Nets 113, Stars 186
Julius Erving pumped in 33
points to lead the New York
Nets past Utah. Ron Boone.
who scored the first two points
of the game,finished with 24 to
top Utah.
Hawks 115, Wien 111
A desperation 30-foot heave
by Tom Henderson with one
second remaining on the 24-second clock and four seconds to
play broke a tie and gave AtAUTO RACING
lanta its victory over PhilaONTARIO, Calif. - Buddy
delphia.
Joho_Drew finished filth 33.35iker..driming.aZara-look.,the
points, high for Atlanta, while echeckered flag 17 seconds
George McGinnis paced the ahead of David Pearson and
76ers with 33, including two won the Los Angeles Times 500
free throws and a field goal s,tock car race

ing from four weeks of inaction
due to a dislocatad shoulder,
shrugging off three early interceptions and throwing two
touchdowns to Alfred Jenkins.
Vikings 12, Mergers U
Minnesota's Fran Tarkenton
completed 24 of 32 passes
against San Diego to run his
career total to 1,841, surpassing
of
Johnny Unitas' record
of2,830.
Running back Chuck Foreman rushed 33 times for 127
yards and three touchdowns to
help keep Minnesota unbeaten
and keep the Chargers the only
winless team.
Bills 46, Patriots 31
Buffalo, also a game back of
Miami, rode O.J. Simpson's
four touchdowns past New England. Simpson, the NFL's leading rusher, was held to just 69
yards but scored on runs of one
and two yards and on a pair of
three-yard passes from Joe
Ferguson.
Cardinab - Jets 6
Terry Metc..e, two touchdown runs, one on a 52-yard
draw play, and Jim Hart's two
scoring passes to Mel Gray,
one of them a 74-yard bomb,
blew out the Jets and kept St.
Louis atop the NFC East, a
game ahead of Dallas.
Raiders 26, Redskins 23
"We beat George Allen. That
just tickles the bell out of me,"
said Oakland's George Blends,
who missed a 33-yard field goal
in the waning seconds of regulation play, then hit from 27
yards out in overtime to down
the Redskins.
By The Associated Press
Cowboys 27, Eagles 17
Class A Championship
Preston Pearson ran five
Bowling
Friday,
a.m.,
11
yards for one touchdown and
Green, Ky.
Heath, 13-0, vs. Ludlow, 11.1.
set up two others by catching
Class AA Championship
Friday, 2 p.m., Bowling Green, more than 100 yards' worth of
Ky.
Roger Staubach's screen passes
Middlesboro, 12-0, vs. Scott
in Dallas' victory over the
County, 12-2
Eagles.
Class AAA Championship
Saturday, 1 p.m., Bowling
Rams 381, Bears 10
Green, Ky.
Two early touchdowns runs
Franklin•Simpson, 13-0, vs. Ft.
Thomas Highlands, 12-1.
by Lawrence McCutcheon and
Jefferson County AAAA ChamJim Bertelsen and two more by
pionship
Friday, S p.m., Louisville, Ky. John Cappelletti enabled the
St. Xavier, 110, vs Jefferson
Rams to brans past Chicago.
town, 111.
Packers 48, Giants 14
State AAAA Championship
Friday, S p.m.. Paducah, Ky.
lied weed for VS
John
Peetticett---Ashland, 13 0, vs
yards and two touchdowns and
Tilghman, 9-2.
rookie Will Harrell caught one
scoring pass and threw another
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. - to lead Green Bay's rout of the
Sonny Randle, who was given a Giants.
Chiefs 24, Lions 21
five-year contract in 1973, was
Jan Stenerud's 26-yard field
fired as head football coach of
the University of Virginia after goal at 6:44 of sudden-death
overtime carried Kansas City
only two seasons.

general and quarterback Mike
Phipps in particular decided it
was time to do something about
their dreadful record.
Phipps burned the BengaLs on
23 of 36 passes for 198 yards
and two touchdowns. Pruitt
kicked in with 121 yards rushing and two Ths, one on a pass
from Phipps.
Anderson completed 13 of 20
for 292 yards and two touchdowns before giving way to
John Reaves, who had little
success. He hit on just four of
11 for 68 yards and threw an
interception that was returned
by safety Jun Hill 56 yards for
Cleveland's last score.
Colts 33, Dolphins 17
The Colts, with their fifth
straight victory, moved within
a game of the Dolphins in the
AFC East - and right into the
playoff picture.
Marty Domres replaced
Jones and kept the Colts moving - although it was really
Lydell Mitchell and Don
McC,auley who kept them going. Mitchell ran for 106 yards,
32 of them for a touchdown,
and McCauley scored three
times from one yard out.
Falcons 36, Broncos 21
While some quarterbacks
were going out, Atlanta's Steve
Bartkowski was coming back.
"I knew things just had to
start going my way. I don't live
that bad," he said after return-

Prep Playoffs
At A Glance

Tigers Defeat Lone Oak
In Tilghman Jamboree
Murray High basketball fansistriffeelleifittilf'Tigers
Saturday night at the Peducahghman Basketball Jamboree.
The Tigers, playing a 15-minute game,slammed Lone Oak
42-31. In the other games, illghman edged Caldwell County
38-32, Trigg County nipped Reidlimd 38-37 and Heath surprised Mayfield 33-29.
Andrea Perry fired in 12 points to pace Murray High while
Richle Richardson came off the bench to add 10. Raymond
Sims scored eight, Bob Wilder seven, Lindsey Hudspeth
three and Donnie Williams two to round out the Tiger attack.
For Lone Oak, Tony DeLuna paced the offense with eight
points.
Murray won the game from the free throw line. The Tigers
hit 16 of 20 charity tosses. Richardson had six attempts from
the line and cashed in on all six.
"We looked about like we expected," said first-year Tager
Coach Cary Miller.
"We need to do a lot more work on our offense. We still
aren't running it right. Defensively, we looked pretty good,"
Killer added.
The Tigers will open the season December 2 when they host
Trigg County, expected to be one of the best teams in the
western part of the state.

past the Lions. Detroit forced
the extra period on Errol
Mann's 44-yard field goal on
the final play of the fourth
warter.
hers 16, Saints 6
Larry Schreiber's touchdown
sweep just two minutes into the
game provided the only points
San Francisco needed to beat
New Orleans. Gene Washington's TD catch from Steve
Spurrier and Steve Mike-Mayer's field goal in the fourth
quarter broke it open.

College Results
By The Associated Press

Boston Col

24,lMassachusetts 14
Boston U 20, Villanova 14
Brown 41I, Columbia 13
Coast Guard 20. So Conn 7
Connecticut 35, Holy Cross 14
Darrt mouth 21, Princeton 16
Delaware 46, Indiana St 7
Harvard 10, Yale 7
Ithaca 41, Ft Valley 12
Lehigh 40, Lafayette 14
Penn 27, Cornell 21
Penn St 7, Pitt 6
Rutgers 56, Colgate 14
Syracuse 20, W Virginia 19
Temple 44, Drake 7
South
Arkansas St U 30, La. Tech 13
Duke 17, No Carolina 17
Florida A&M 17, BethuneCookmn 7
Florida Si 33, Houston 22
J.C. Smith 21, Virginia St 6
Johns Hopkins 21, W Maryland
11
LSU 42, Tulin. 6
Maryland 62, Virginia 24
Mississippi 13, Misalssippi St 7
Notre Dame 32, Miami, Fia 9
Ohio 31, Marshall 21
So Carolina 56, Clemson 29
So. Caro St 39, Delaware St 0
So Mississippi 70, Fullerton St 0
Tennessee 17, Kentucky 13
Virginia Tech 40, Wake Forest
10
W Kentucky /9, Murray St 0
William & Mary 31, Richmond
21
Midwest
Colorado 33, Kansas St 7
E Kentucky 17, Morehead St 9
Illinois 21, Northwestern 7
Illinois St 31, E Illinois 13
Kansas 12, Missouri 24
Miami, Ohio 21, Cincinnati 13

Michigan St 27, Iowa 23

Minnesota 24, Wisconsin 3
Ohl0 St 21, Michigan 14
Oklahoma 35, Nebraska 10
Oklahoma St 14, Iowa St 7
Purdue 9, Indiana 7
Toledo 33, Kent St 28
Wittanberg 17, Ind, Cent. 13
Southwest
Arkantas 31, Texas Tech 14
SMU 34, Baylor 31
Bowling
21,
Tex•Arlington
Green 17
TCU 2a, Rice 21
-Texas Ail 26, SW Tern $t IW Texas St 49, Louisville 23
Far west
Arizona 38, Utah 14
Boise St 20, Idaho St

17
Brigham Young 20, Tex -El
Paso 10
California 441, Stanford 15
Hawaii 17, Pacific U. 10
Idaho 25, No Illinois 24
Lamar 30, So Illinois 10

Long Beach St 21, San Diego St
17
New Mexico 52, New Mexico St
25
Oregon 14, Oregon St 7
Fraser 24, Montana 10
Utah St 2f1, Colorado St 17
Wash. 28, Wash St 27
Weber St 19, No Arizona 0

Simon

Wyomirs.244 Air Force 10

The sooner
you call,
the sooner
you save
... on car
insurance.
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A Startling Announcement!

See this Wednesday's Ledger and Times
for the most Colossal Diamond
Clearance Sale Ever Witnessed in Murray!
•
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BUTTIRSE
Swift's Premium Turkey

512 So. 12th Murray, Ky.

We Reserve the Right To Limit Quantities

Sliced into C

I

WIENERS

12 oz. 694 Wift

p

Center Cut

ROUND STEAK
$144 liOR
$1°2
CAPONS
BAKING IIENS.41
Lb

Prices Good
thru

Frozen

Dec. 2, 1975

,AIN*40\it*
_Alk,
Swift Protet
4.
/
*1
\7

Pure

Ground
Beef
Lb.

T-Bone
Steak

Parkay

Margarine

$ 199

4

"Iirg

1 Lb

1
9
1
1

Lb.

*
4
414

Domino
10th.

Osage Freestone

$229
Campbell Tomato

PEACHES

29 oz.

49' SOUP

Kraft American Singles

imoz.

19'
2111.89'

Macaroni & Cheese

COFFEE

10 oz.

PIE CRUST
16 Oz. 8 Bot.Ctn.

Pepsi or
7-Up

Plus Deposit
or Bottles

15

9

2/89' JUICE

lkot,

Mardi Gras

Towels
Kelly

Kraft

ORANGE JUICE

oz 3/$1

OLIVES
Velveeta

460,49'

CHEESE

CAULIFLOWER
11111

Johnsons Coupon

R I0

No 1314

Folger's

[...
COFFEE

iccap$129

Lanai,*Cablinier
"Nitta 11-/S—
1111.111111111111111 NMI MI

& BEANS

Mario Stuffed
7

Dinner Party Tomato

Graham Cracker

2 Per Pack

CHILI

894 JELLY
DINNER

Pet Ritz
Pie

11114;

12 oz.

Folgers Instant

A

SIIEL

Kraft Grape

CHEESE

$

\
"r

Head

CELERY
CABBAGE
CARROTS
EGGS ----C:dnenAGMediumrov

*ilkoduce*
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All Sizes
512 So. 12th Murray, Ky.

Lb.

Tu

We Reserve the Right To Limit Quantities
Sliced into Chops

694

Lb.

PORK LOIN
$14> PORK CHOPS
DUCKLINGS
fro'
Lb.69
HENS 4i

12°z

$119

Center Cut

Lb $149
89$

. Lb

We Accept
Food Stomps

Win II WM.,

Kraft

--it

t

Miracle Whip

Vri
"
NVE
Ocean
Spray

Kraft
Philadelphia

Golden Bake
Brown II Serve

Cranberries

Cream Cheese*

Rolls

1 Lb.

a

9
3201.8

Bag
8 oz.419

3/994

t"4•NO''

FFEE

E 39'
Frosty Acres
Orange
12 oz.

4

GATORADE

f OS

CMS

Kraft Miniature

NS

1501.

ICE

LIT

119

*Frozen Foods*

Lemon Lime
Jumbo

Old
Judge
1 Lb.

MARWIALLOWS

iOSTY

WHIP901 2/99'

10 oz.

—Frosty Acres—

Premium
Y2gal

1 lb

49'

MIX
OR
MATCH
10 oz.

BROCCOLI SPEARS
CUT CORN
3/894
GREEN PEAS

lox.
Harvest Pride

21b. $1 79

1/21b $139

FRUIT CAKE

LETTUCE
35'
10'
1th ir
!
6

Golden Bake
MIMEMIMI= MI MEI
No.INS-41

Stalk

•••

Coupon

1

JELLO

3o;

Bread

Rh 2

4/67' 1

MIMI&compon.ala.couixaver.(augly...9upon
Expires 11-2S-75
Ille 11111.

20 Oz
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Bald Duck, Anyone?

Pennsylvania Project
Costs State $250,000
PHILADELPHIA rAPr — A
Catholic priest spent almost
$250,000 of Pennsylvania Bicentennial funds preparing for a
world unity conference that
may never be held.
-The money went down the
drain," said U. Gov. Ernest
Kline, a one-tome staunch supporter of the Rev. Guy Mer
veille's "Congress of World Unity" project. "It was a good
idea that went sour."
Pennsylvania gave Father
Merveille $250,000 two years
ago for his Congress of World
Unity. When the state pulled
out last spring, it got $30,000
back.
Father Merveille says he
traveled to 75 countries in Europe and Asia to find his humanists. The state had allocated the congress a travel
budget of about $44,000 for two
years. Merveille, who operates
from a $320-a-month penthouse
office where he also Lives, says
he exhausted it in one year on
four foreign excursions.
The priest said he spent the
difference looking for what he
calls "a common denominator
which will transcend the nationalities and cultures to promote
the energies to accelerate a

SLIGO, Ky. CAP) — Anybody
want a bald duck?
The featherless fowl could be
yours, if you promise not to
world civilization.
"I had professional people roast, press, boil for soup, or
with me," he said. "Administrataas; secretaries. Nothing is
left, Nothing. I'm living on
bread and water."
Kline says the concept — to
bring the world's great minds
Prices of stocks of local interest at noon
to Philadelphia during the Bi- today furnished to the Ledger & Times M
M. Simon Co are as follows.
1.
centennial next May — was exexploring.
cellent and worth
174 unc
.
Airco
5'. unc
But it became apparent, he Amer. Motors
3 +
19.
Oil
says, that Father Merveille and Ashland
49°-•
AT&T
42'.
the people working with him Ford
95w. unc
Gen. Motors
were not getting along.
1131,
Gen Tire
16% imc
"When his board of directors Goodrich
20's
decided to withdraw, that's Gulf Oil
294 unc
Penn watt
when we decided to pull out," Quaker Oats
74% UDC
unc
said Kline. "He wanted to call Republic Steel
10 +4
Singer
him:
told
I
shots.
.6 +4
4111 the
Tappan
16% uric
'You're not the Holy Ghost. Western Union
Zenith
You can't light all the candles
in the world."
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
to the Ledger &
Despite the state's withdraw- EDT. today. furnished
Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of.
al of financial support for the Murray . are as follows
project, Father Merveille says
5 unc
U.S. Homes .
the congress will be held May Kaufman&
6% unc
Broad
+'s
low
21-24 as planned. "It will be PondareakSystems
IN ..t.
Out
held at the Academy of Music," Kimberly
567s -ks
Union Carbide
24•4 -'11
W .R. Grace
he said. "I have a contract."
23 +4
Texaco
"We have no contract with General Elec
474 -34.
10% une
the
or
Merveille
GAF Corp.
anyone called
s
ills -,
Pacific
Congress of World Unity," said Georgia
V% -.1
Pfizer
-s
4
Academy's
the
Jim
Wailers
Jr.,
Hugh Welsh
11% +4
manager. "I never heard of Kirsch
514 unc
Cuney
11
,
W. Mint
Franklin
them."

C'toek 4ixtket

Zarb Charged With Wasting
Fuel On Speech-Making Trips

otharwise prepare him for consumption.
Soupy is almost surely the
ugliest duckling in Sligo, a
Northern Kentucky community
of about 100, and maybe anywhere.
He looks like a plucked chicken from the supermarket —
scrawny and covered with
goose bumps, or rather, duck
bumps.
Soupy's owner, Mrs. W.A.
Wilson, doesn't know why he's
bald, but it causes problems.
He can't fly, he gets cold when
it's chilly, and he gets sunburned when it's warm.
And, according to a copyrighted story in the Louisville
Courier Journal, Mrs. Wilson
says he can't walk too well. either.
"Poor little feller, he don't
have no feathers, so that sun
just bakes him," she said.
"Without feathers and with that
half-baked look, he does look
ready to eat, for a fact, but nobody's going to eat him so long
as I have anything to say about
it."
Mrs. Wilson said it all started
when a neighbor showed up
with six duck eggs several
months ago.
"I wanted a couple of ducks
for my pond, so I took them
and put them under one of my
old black-and-white hens," Mrs.
Wilson said. "She sat on them
for 30 days, but all she hatched
was-one duck.
"At first he had all this fuzz
on him, but after a couple of
weeks all that came off and
there he was, bald as a cue

Proxmire, a Democrat from flight because Zarb testified unWASHINGTON (AP) — Byreleased a list of the til mid-afternoon before a
Wisconsin,
l
airlines,
passing commercia
had to fly
Federal Energy Administrator 13 charters arranged by Zarb House committee and
late that
of
n
months
19
Washingto
first
to
the
back
during
Air
on
flew
G.
Zarb
Frank
of
of
schedule
cost
a
the
with
fulfill
to
along
night
year,
the
Force or chartered planes that
following
burned 19,000 gallons of fuel the flight and the estimated commitments the
morning.
this year on speechmaking fuel usage.
Seven of the trips were maintrips aimed at encouraging
local
energy conservation, a senator ly for speeches to urge
business or civic groups to consaid today.
NOT THE QUILL, USE
An FEA spokesman con- serve fuel. In several cases,
THE PLASTIC,GEORGE
firmed Zarb had made the trips Proxmire said, Zarb could have
NEW YORK (AP) — One of
but disagreed with the con- taken a commercial flight at a the world's top authorities of
clusions of Sen. William Prox- far lower cost and at little or autograph collecting says if
plastic-tipped pens had been
mire, who called Zarb a "wing- no loss of time.
said
Proxmire
available years ago, many
example,
For
and
fuel
of
energy,
ed wastrel
n
autographs would be perhaps
Washingto
from
trip
9
May
a
taxpayers' money."
the worth a great deal today.
Proxmire said that on at to Little Rock, Ark., cost
Autograph collector expert
more
least half the 13 chartered government $3,053 and
Charles Hamilton said "pens of
fuel.
jet
of
gallons
2,500
flights .Zarb flew -in a 'Awl, than
today have a lot over quill pens
on that date a
four-ailgine Air Force jet which "At II:55 p.m.
of the past. Quills had to be
flight was constantly sharpened and someburned enough fuel in an hour direct commercial
n times would catch in paper,
to supply the average Ameri- scheduled to leave Washingto
in
arrive
and
Airport
National
squirt out ink and make a
gasoline
can driver with enough
Little Rock at 3:10 p.m. (local mess. Also, you couldn't write
to drive for an entire year."
anything secretly because the
In response, the FEA said time)," Proxmire said.
quill squeaked so loudly."
records,
FEA
to
g
"Accordin
that on eight occasions, Zarb
Hamilton said the plasticscheduled
flew a six-passenger four-en- Mr. Zarb's first
tipped pen "is a perfect exfor
set
was
Rock
Little
in
event
because
gine Air Force JetStar
an
Mr. ample of a pen which gives
commercial flights would not 5:30 p.m. This cost of
n of ink and
distributio
even
round-trip
have allowed him to meet his Zarb's chartered
gives a letter a bold and cleatimes
schedule. And on four of the flight was more than 20
ner appearance."
round-trip
It is estimated there are
trips mentioned by Proxmire, greater than the
Prox- more than 1,000,000 autograph
Zarb chartered a small twin-en, commercial coach fare,"
collectors in the United States
gine Piper because there was mire said.
said
spokesman
— double the number 10
FEA
the
-today
-But
--four—
into
fly
to
ao other way
ago — but only 10,000
advantage
years
take
not
could
Zarb
__wall towns, the FEA spokesmercial take the'bo bby seriously.
pat,--cossi
k
.
14
dhe,1
added.
man

Deadlock Continues On Tax
Package For New York City

ball."
The weeks passed, and
Soupy's down remained out.
ALBANY, N.Y.(AP) — Gov.
"And not having any feathers, he can't fly," Mrs. Wilson :Hugh Carey pressed the state
said. "Tries to get off the legislature for action on $206
million in increased New York
ground, but can't go nowhere.
-I called a professor at the City taxes, but a deadlock conUniversity of Louisville and tinued on the package aimed at
told him about Soupy," she securing President Ford's supsaid. "He didn't seem to know port for federal aid to help the
why he didn't have any feath- city avert default.
Carey, a Democrat, prepared
ers, but he told me he'd probably freeze when winter came, to issue a statement today tak'cause he just didn't have any ing "full, personal responsibility" for the tax increase.
protection."
When the weather turned
"I'm willing to put my head
cold, Mrs. Wilson put Soupy in on the line," said Carey. "Let
a box in the garage, but her them say these are Carey
husband didn't like that be- taxes."
Carey made his comments to
cause of the smell. So she has
decided to give up the duck if reporters after the collapse of
anyone wants him for a pet and Lax negotiations in the legislature Saturday night, and exnot for dinner.
She offered him to the Louis- pressed anger at "this game of
ville Zoo as a rare exhibit, but political badminton."
Carey's acceptance of responwas turned down. "That's too
bad, too. Think how many sibility for the taxes representschoolchildren have never seen ed a switch from last week
when he was blaming the Ford
a duck like this," she said.
And she rejected another of- administration for the new
taxes. The.move was seen as
fer.
"There's a friend up the road an attempt to sway Republican
here who told me he would Lake legislators who are reluctant to
Soupy and give me a duck with vote the tax increases because
feathers, but I didn't do it," she they could be considered as
said. "I know what that fella levies designed to impress a
wanted. I could just tell by the Republican president.
While the legislature resumed
way he looked at poor Soupy.
He wanted to eat him, that's debate today on the tax package, the city planned a noon
what."
Mrs. Wilson hopes someone rally in Times Square to demshe trusts not to eat her pet onstrate public support for fedcomes along soon because win- eral assistance. Carey, Mayor
ter's almost here and poor Abraham D. Beame and show
Soupy simply hasn't a thing to business and sports celebrities
were to lead the rally.
wear.

2.

PEOPLE WILL KEEPS YOU
IN
STILL BUY
GOODS AND - COMPETITION
SERVICE

Two further threats surfaced
Sunday to the delicately balanced plans to shore up the
city's finances.
Sen. Jacob Javits, R-N.Y.,
warned that Ford might not approve federal aid for the city
unless the legislature also took
action to balance the state's
own budget. However, Carey
and Republican legislative leaders have indicated they want no
part of tackling the state budget problems until New York
City's difficulties are resolved.
Some major New York City
banks also were reported Sunday to have registered objections based on the state fiscal
situation.
The proposed New York City
tax increases are part of a
package
larger $5.9-billion
being put together to sustain
the city for the next three
years. The banks were reported
unwilling to participate in their
part of the plan — extension of
the city debt they now hold —
unless the legislature enacts
new state taxes to balance the
state budget.
The legislature, meeting in
special session to deal with the
interrelated fiscal problems of
the city and the state, appeared
Saturday to be moving toward
approval of a compromise
package of new or increased
New York City taxes on income,estates, banks, cigarettes
and various services.
But the deal was wrecked by
an unusual coalition of black

and Puerto Rican Democrats
and Republican legislative leaders.
The Black and Puerto Rican
Caucus refused to vote for the
taxes unless it was promised
there would be no cuts in welfare aid and that a minoritygroup member would be added
to the Emergency Financial
Control Board, the state body
now running New York City's
budget affairs.
The Republicans objected
that the taxes imposed by the
state would violate the principle of "home rule."

GETS YOUR 1.
INFORMATION ADVERTISING
GIVES YOU
TO THE
THE EDGE
UNSURE
CONSUMER

WHYINCREASE
ADVERTISING?
Your advertising is part of your sales force ft helps
Whether business is good or slow, you have to get
sell the customer and close the sale faster
pre
slow
in
your share of whatever business is around. Even
times people still need and want goods and services
Remember we are living in a highly mobile society
and spend to get them They are lust going to be more
one out of five Americans move every year. There is a
selective in their purchases.
deady flow of customers out of your market and a
By maintaining your advertising and even increasing
correspndlog influx of newcomers who don't know you
it you will gain on edge on your competition, thus in
at all Advertising will introduce you, tell them all about
creasing your share of the market Your message is
...731iu
clirection._1.1
your
there to arm the un-SUre consumer in
your competition cuts back their advertising, you have
Here's a hard fact to chew on Over any given period
the deed line to all consumers.
a company that advertises below the industry average
Advertising is not lust a cost of doing busrness. It's a
has sates that are below the industry average
in.
your
proven sales tool that returns many times
vestment in store traffic and sales. Once you build your
Advertising is "news.' about products and services
business, you can keep it going with a moderate con
When the going gets tough retailers concentrate their
sistant advertising program But if you cut your ad
efforts in newspapers because :t provides an immediate
vertising and lose your hold on the public awareness.
payoff at the cash register
hod its much harder to build again

AmmumnimMillPMEMOUL,,-

This year
keep it
simple.

TO REACH MORE
POTENTIAL
CUSTOMERS
FOR THE
LEAST COST....

4973:

•

Total U.S. Daily
Circulation.
63,147,280

•••

PRE-SELL

REMIND
CUSTOMERS
•••
INFORM
NEWCOMERS

9

KEEP SALES
IN LINE
WITH YOUR
INDUSTRY
AVERAGE

Bringing in $7.6 billion
in Advertising revenue
$4.5 billion in TV
$1.8 billion in radio
10.

ADVERTISING
IS
"NEWS"

WHYNEWSPAPERS?
AP

Start your holiday loan by phone.
When you need money for the holidays,
you need it fast. No time to wait for
another paycheck or a lengthy interview,
much less charge account approvals.
The answer is simple. We'll take your
application for a holiday loan right over
r the phone. Just call. Give us only the
AMER/CA ILINRAF,
important facts. On approval, you can
pick up your money.

I
11
v.
MEDI/L
OF
In Bel-Air Center
Ross Wilder, Mgr.

Murray
753-5573

Now that's good news.
• :=

Loans and financjnb tatt4,800.
Large loans for homeowners.

w

77%

of adults 18 and over
read the daily newspaper
during any weekday
Average weekday TV
news audience - 48%
of adult o ulation

Newspapers will
reach

89%

of all U.S. Adults
in an average
5-day week.

92%

I.
4

COLONIZING SPACE
THEORIES EXPOUNDED
PALO ALTO, Calif. (AP) —
A study on how it might be passible to colonize space either on
an artificial planet or on Mars
is being made by 25 scientists.
The exercise in utilizing engineering, social and economic
theories, is an annual engineering systems design project
sponsored by Ames Research
Center at nearby Moffett Field
and Stanford University.
Previous programs have centered on building a communications device to contact other intelligent life forms in the
universe and creating new food
supplies for earth.
This year project Members
will devise means to populate
either Mars or an enormous
man-made space habitat that
would measure 19 miles long
and four miles across.

93%

of the readers take
some action
involving the
newspaper at
one time or
another.

of the readers will
scan or read the
entire newspaper!

The Murray Ledger & Times
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WE CAN'T SHOW EXAMPLES

w
SCOW
tilltalt

NO EXCEPTIONS!
EVERYTHING IN THE STORE
TO BE LIQUIDATED!
Note: Not all categories
available at all stores!

Please

TELEVISION • STEREOS
REFRIGERATORS • FREEZERS
RANGES • FURNITURE
WOMEN'S & MEN'S WEAR
BOYS' & CHILDREN'S WEAR
OUTERWEAR • UNDERWEAR
SHOES•HOSIERY•LINGERIE
CALCULATORS • WATCHES
JEWELRY • CAMERAS
AUTOMOTIVE • BATTERIES
TIRES • HARDWARE • PAINT
TOYS • STATIONERY
HOUSEWARES • COSMETICS
DRAPERIES • CURTAINS
BLANKETS • BED PILLOWS
SHEETS • YARDAGE • YARN
CANDY & MANY OTHERS
*
*
*

ING

take

All Sales CASK. No Checks.
No Credit Cards. ALL SALES FINAL!
NO EXCHANGES! NO REFUNDS!

It
IT
SINGLE
ON EVER DEPARTMENT!
IN EVERY
EXCEPTIONS!
tIO

DEALERS
WELCOME
By App.t.
Only!

Wit
And GRANT CITY
„Pao

.PLAZA
SHOPPING..
litalfiELt
MAYFIELD° KY.
KY 121 SOUTH
PARIS ROAD

4

MANUFACTURER'S
WARRANTIES
ARE VALID
ON APPLICABLE ITEMS!
VAN

W.T.

I")

•

because, it would take dozens of pages to list the
thousands of items on sale. Be assured that NOTHING IS
BEING HELD BACK . and that everything, without
exception, is being offered at LIQUIDATION PRICES.
Come early for best selections!

THIS SALE IS BEING
CONDUCTED BY
SAM MASS! CO. INC.,
National Liquidators

• ;,.

SALE IN THE HISTORY OF THE UNITEDBANKRUPTCY
STATES!
•-%
'tlAwA;stouray

• SORRY!

he
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10:00 A.M. To 9:00 P.M.

omi,
12:00 to 6t: .11.
Ii
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FARM REVIEW&FORECAST
USDA Issues Proposal On
Nitrites In Cured Meats

Estate Planning To Be Topic
At Young-Adult Farmer Classes
-Estate Planning for the Tuesday, November 25, at 7:00
Farmer" will be the topic of
The Young and Adult Farmer
discussion for the Young-Adult
Farmer and the Kirksey Adult program is designed to help
Farmer Classes on November meet the needs of fanners in
24 and 25 conducted at the Calloway County in the areas of
Vocational production agriculture, farm
Murray Area
Education Center. Ken Wade, management, current
Farm Management Consultant, agricultural problems and
Jackson Purchase PCA, will related interests. Farmers and
conduct the presentation those with agricultural interests
concerning property rights, are invited to attend the classes
estate tax considerations, farm which are conducted without
Murray
the
business arrangements, and charge at
how to go about the estate Vocational Center.
The claeses to be held on
planning process.
The Young-Adult class will December 1st and 2nd will
meet at 7:30 p.m. on Monday, continue the discussion of things
November 24, and the Kirksey farmers should be aware of in
Adult class will meet on estate planning.

ATLANTA, Ga.—The U. S.
Department of Agriculture
(USDA) has proposed a change
in its regulations that would
modify the use of nitrate, nitrite
and salt in cured meat and
poultry products. The proposals
are based primarily on
recommendations made by the
Secretary's Expert Panel on
Nitrites and Nitrosamines.
In addition to the panel's
recommendations, USDA also
proposed other actions, including: Banning the use of both
nitrate and nitrite in infant and
junior foods, and also any meat
ingredients processed with such
substances; permitting the use
of common table salt (Sodium
chloride) as a curing agent
under certain conditions; and
more concerted efforts to
resolve the problem of
nitrosamine formation In fried
bacon.

Nine Commandments
For Smart Shoppers
The true cost of an item is
usually not the figure on the
price tag. That may not reflect
You can't stop prices from the service or lack of it you'll
advancing, but you can outflank receive with the item or the cost
them by squeezing the dollar for of credit you'll use to buy it or
all it's worth as it passes how much use you'll getfrom it.
through your hands. Which Here are some things that can
means putting to the test every affect true cost:
bit of shopping wisdom you can
a. Quantity - utilize unit
muster.
1. Block that impulse.— pricing to figure out cost per
Evaluate products you plan to basic unit of measure.
b. Waste -If you don't get full
buy. Take enough "just
looking" trips to get all the facts use of something, obviously you
about what's available. Work up end up having spent more than
shopping lists, and resolve to you needed to. •
c. Packaging - Specially
buy only and exactly what is on
packaged items may cost more
them.
or be worth less because the
2. Work out the true cost.—
value of an elaborate container
is added into the price you pay.
By Barletta Wrather
Home Ec. Agent

BUYS

Barbed
Wire

-;

Murray Ford
Ihn.9.Tractor

Check With Us About Your

Market News Office To
Issue Tobacco Reports
LEXINGTON, Ky. — The U. charges," he explained. The
S. Department of Agriculture toll-free number is 1-800-432IUSDA) has announced that its 9532. The automatic answering
tobacco market news office at device will be updated twice
Lexington, Ky., will begin daily with information on 30
issuing burley tobacco market Kentucky markets. At 11 a. in.
the previous day's sale figures
reports Nov. 24.
Bill Martin, market news will be recorded,and at 7p. m. a
supervisor
with
USDA's summary of that day's
Agricultural Marketing Ser- marketing activities will be
vice, said his office will issue available.
reports on 60 markets in an Persons outside Kentucky
may obtain "dial-a-market"
eight-state area.
reports but will have to pay the
Martin said the reports will telephone charge. "This report
contain information pertaining will cover burley markets in an
to tobacco prices, quantity sold, eight-state area and will be
quality of offerings and other updated twice daily — 10 a. m.
related marketing data. and 4p. in. The number, which
A toll-free "dial-a-market" is not toll free, is 606.259-0918,
service will be offered only Martin said.
—nor-- •
within the State of Kentucky, According to Martin, "the
Market
News
according to Martin. "This new Tobacco
market news service for the Program, by reporting prices
state is the result of an based on official U. S. grades
agreement in which Kentucky and other essential market
has agreed to pay the line information, gives the grower a
better bargaining position. It
also provides the tobacco industry as a whole with reliable
CALENDAR OF
market information."
AGRICULTURAL
Further details on the tobacco
MEETINGS
market news program are
Monday, November 24, 1975 available from Bill Martin,
Young Adult Farmer Class, Federal-State Tobacco Market
Murray Vocational Center, 7:30 News, Imperial Towers, 333
Waller Ave., Lexington, Ky.,
p.m
40504. Or call 606-252-2312, Ext.
2651.
Tuesday, November 25, 1975
Kirksey Adult Farmer Class,
Murray Vocational Center, 7:00
p.m.

MACHINERY
NEEDS!

Toll-Free Line
Now Installed

WE BUY, SELL OR FIX

ANYTHING
TO DO WITH
r.

FARM MACHINERY.
We Don't Worry About Competition
We Are The Competition!

Experienced Mechanics On Duty All Week!

qr)

Other recommendations by
the Expert Panel would reduce
the amount of nitrite salt
allowed to remain in the
finished product after curing
from the present 200 ppm to:
—SO ppm in canned cured
sterile products such as canned
corned beef hash and deviled
ham;
—100 ppm in cooked sausage
products such as frankfurters,
bologna, luncheon meats and
cold cuts; and
—125 ppm in pickled cured
products such as picnics,
shoulders, hams, corned beef;
canned cured self-stable
products such as canned
chopped meat and ham salad
spreads; and canned cured
perishable products (canned
hams).
"These nitrite levels take into
account the very real danger tu
people of botulism poisoning if
too little nitrite is used," Dr.
Mussman explained. "Because
of the botulism threat, we can't
remove all nitrite from the
meat curing process immediately without risking
human lives.
"However, by eliminating
nitrate, we can more accurately
control the level of nitrite that
remains in the product after
curing," Dr. Mussman said.
"Nitrate, which has been used
for centuries in curing
down
breaks
solutions,
chemically into nitrite during
• the curing process. However,
this breakdown does not occur
uniformly, which is one reason
why nitrite has been substituted

-^

Tommy's
Equipment
N.'"•

Dr. Harry C. Mussman,
Executive Secretary of the
Expert Panel and Associate
Administrator of USDA's
Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) said
in Washington, D. C., "As
recommended by the panel, the
use of sodium nitrate will be
discontinued in the curing
process of all meat and poultry
products with two exceptions,
dry-cured fermented sausage
products. In addition, the level
of nitrite to be added to curing
solutions would be limited to 156
parts per million ( ppm) in all
processed products except
bacon and dry-cured products."

d. True offers - The cost of
freebies are usually built into
the price.
e. Credit costs - Obviously,
using credit can add to the cost
of the item - even canceling out
a potential saving - if, for instance, an item has been
. marked down 15 per cent but
you pay 18 per cent to charge it.
3. Buy at the right time.—
When certain goods and foods
are traditionally priced lowest.
Midmorning is a good time to
shop because stores aren't
crovgied. Summer is a good
time,since many customers are
vacationing. Timing is always
important in shopping for the
advertised specials. The best
time to start shopping for next
American Mode
Christmas is the day after this
Christmas.
4. Buy at the right place.
5. Read the ads carefully.
Heavyduty
6. Know good quality.
7. Stick with reliable
dealers.—The best guarantees
$227L
are in writing and unconditional.
8. Check the labels.
9. Understand about brand
153-942
names.

me sign
01 your best
Tractor

Tommy's
Equipment Co.
__Open At 7:30 Monday Thru Saturderf
'Phone 151-/452"Affer 5 p.m.
MOM)247-6020 —1
Junction 121 & Sedalia Rood Merffield, Ky.

Farmers Groin
And Seed Co.

A Oensamer Tip
horn Exweliaa alpoielbes as
Ii. UK Calls.el Artwitesni
Plentiful supplies usually
mean reasonable prices for
fruits and vegetables, UK
Extension home economists
note. Here are some of the
foods expected to be in good
supply during the early
winter months, according to
USDA marketing specialists:
potatoes and frozen potato
products; onions—fresh,
frozen and dehydrated; sweet
potatoes; rice; dry boons and
peas; sauerkraut; canned
spinach, beets and sweet
potatoes; lemons; tangelos;
frozen- emus .juicsi;. MOM.
pears; grapes; applesauce;
canned peaches and sliced
apples; and frozen tart
cherries.

FRANKFORT, 1<.
me
Kentucky Department of
Agriculture and the U. S.
Department of Agriculture will
cosponsor a toll-free information service during this
year's burley tobacco auction
season, according to a
spokesman for the state
agriculture department.
The telephone service will be
available following each day's
trading activities and will include a cumulative total of
information from 30 tobacco
markets across the state. Information for each day's sales
will be available at approximately 7 p. m. the day of
the sale. Figures available will
include total poundagP and
average price.
The information service is
being co-ordinated by the
Kentucky Department
Agricuitnitivisiort of markets.
The ritiinbei.io-Cail- Chrourchfiut
the state is 1-800-432-9532.
The burley tobacco markets
open in Kentucky on Nov 24.

for nitrate in recent years," he
explained.
"Discontinuing the use of
nitrate and nitrite in infant and
junior foods isn't really that
new," Dr. Mussman said. "The
baby food industry has been
doing this voluntarily for quite
some time. The proposal
merely recongizes this officially
by prohibiting it by regulation."
Regarding the use of salt as a
curing agent, Dr. Mussman
explained that some consumers
have expressed a desire to
purchase products cured soley
with salt. Thus, the proposal
would permit its use as an
approved curing agent so long
as the products have a brine
concentration or water activity
level sufficient to prevent
Closcridium
of
growth
botuLinum and development of
toxin.
Dr. Mussman pointed out that
both USDA and the meat industry are aware of the problem
of nitrosamines in bacon after it
has been fried and have pursued
alternatives to reduce their
presence. (Nitrosamines are
chemical compounds which
have been found to be carlaboratory
in
cinogenic
animals.)
"The formation of nitrosamines is unique in bacon,"
Dr. Mussman said. "The levels
found have been decreasing and
are now in the range of 10 to 20
parts per billion (ppb), down
from a range of 50 to 100 ppb
found 18 months ago. The meat
industry has achieved this
decline through its research and
voluntary adjustments in
curing procedures. It is
significant that the scientific
community is divided as to the
meaning of these low levels to
human health."
USDA has discussed this
problem with the meat industry
and is aware it already has
underway studies designed to
explore processing changes
directed toward preventing

nitrosamine formation in
bacon. Further, the industry is
committing
additional
resources to accelerate this
work. USDA has established a
one year time frame during
which these studies should be
substantially completed. Both
during this period and at its
termination, USDA will review
progress and determine what
further action is needed.
"We recognize that one year
may not be an adequate time to
resolve this matter entirely,"
Dr. Mussman added, "but
believe that sufficient information can be developed to
better know what additional
steps might be needed."
In the interim, USDA is
proposing to change the level of
nitrite used in bacon to 125 ppm
and make mandatory the use of
the current maximum permitted levels of ascorbate and
erythorbate. Research has
suggested these levels will
result in reduced amounts and
incidences of nitrosamine in
bacon.
Dr. Mussman explained that
the Expert Panel has reviewed
all of the proposals and will be
discussing them at its next
meeting.
Any person wishing to submit
written data, views or
arguments concerning the
proposed amendment may do so
by filing them in duplicate with
the Hearing Clerk, U. S.
Department of Agriculture,
Washington, D. C. 20250 by Jan.
12, 1976.
Any person desiring to
present his views orally should
address such a request to the
Product Standards Staff,
Scientific and Technical Services, Meat and Poultry Inspection Program, APHIS,
USDA, Washington, D. C. 20250.
Copies of the proposed
changes in the regulations will
be available for APHIS, Room
4905-South Building, USDA,
Washington, D. C. 20250.

Murray's fastest unloading facilities
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of Trois wed prices

FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404
Dan Boaz, Owner

Bobby Meador, Mgr.
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Complete lire Service
El Dorado Tires CBI Tires
for Tractors, Combines, Truck and
Passenger cars including a complete
line of Rain, Mud and Snow Tires

Purchase Tire Mart
East Main at industrial Rood
Max Keel, Mgr.
753-7111.

325 ACRE FARM

325 ACRE FARM

THE V. S. BRINGER FARM
divided into

FARMS
FARM EQUIPMENT—CATTLE—HAY
AT AUCTION

SAT., NOV.29th - 10:00 A• M•
LOCATION: 2% miss east of Fairdeallag, Ky. 04 Highway 962. Travel U. S. 68 M Fairdealing; tura east on 962. Go 2% miles Weds foe signs.
SAlf Malta TUN WE 111 SCO IN 5 MNVIDVAl RAM 1ESERYW6 THE RI6H1 TO CONDE IlitY AND Alt RACTS.

DESCRIPTION Of THE PROPERTIES: Will range from 5 KM lo over 100 Jan A army h new in progress and adral aaeage will de emoted day of sale Two
of lbese Wadi join Ky. lake Subdivision and woWd make. wonderful had to subdivide. This fern has a mile of highway frontage, milking parlor, hay & lofting bat large stable led hay ban, core crib, machine shed, 2 smoke houses, small owner's house newly decorated inside and out, good well, block chicken
boon or hog bane, 6psuds, fit fakes, all fields in grasses. Terms can be owner financed if desired. Contact tile Real Estate prior to sale

EQUIPMENT
Disc
25 Barrel Corr
Coro Planter
801 Ford Tractor
Cultivator
Plows
Bottom
14"
101-3
Cattle - 14
Bosh Hog
Corn
Rake
&
Hay
Soreaderlay
Manure
D.
J.
head, mixed
CwItiPodeff
Farm
(rubber)
Wwm
1 Sow
Corn Picker
lap
large Assortment of Horse Drawn Equipment 4°°
AUCTIONEERS NOTE A Moly chance to owe a piece of property of yoor dreams. Everything from a small home site to a harm, subdivision property, investments
Strategically located, being only 2% miles hem US U, sheet distance from Ky. lake, short distance from Benton. Having a mile of black top frontage plus
financing it desired. The only reason for sell* is Be fact Mi. Tidwell who has been operating the farm tor past 10 yrs. is retiring. Sabayon will be on property SW., Nov. 22nd. FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL SLING AGENT
TERMS:Real Estate 20% Day of Sale, Bal. With Deed or financing Deed On Or Before 30 Days.
Equipment - livestock - Hay Corn - Cash
POSSESSION: With Deed.

MR. V. S. BRUNGER, OWNER

LIU REAL ESTATE & AUCTION
RT. 1, AURORA, KY. 42048
PHONE M2-4744717
BROKER AUCTIONEER VERNON LILE
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Sows, Boars Must
Now Be Identified
ATLANTA, Ga. — Sows and
boars going to slaughter will
have to be identified and tested
for brucellosis, if proposed
changes in interstate shipping
rules of the U. S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA) are
adopted.
The proposal calls for sows
and boars six months of age or
older to be identified by an
approved slap tattoo if they are
headed for slaughter in another
state. At slaughter, they can be
tested for brucellosis.
Dr. Milton J. Tillery,
southeastern director of

koard

USDA Sections
Are Rescinded

rt

5 Bartel Corn
attle - 14
cad, mired
Sow

Breeding swine shipped interstate would have to be
identified to a herd of origin by
an eartag before movement and
be accompanied by an owner's
statement or other document.
Tillery pointed out that 44 states
currently have similar testing
and identification rules in effecting for breeding swine
shipped from another state.

THE CO-OP STORE
Farmer owned-farmer controlled

.0

FEED
'Co-Op
SEED
Products
FERTILIZER
Insure
_Ouality' _ FARM SUPPLIES
Soil Improvement Assoc.Inc.
753-2924

MF 235 42 hp*
Built for your kind
of farming
• More power than ever
• Standard, Orchard,
Vineyard models
• Crisp new styling
• Bigger capacity hydraulics

U. S. No. 1 Means Different
Quality For Different Products

ATTEIVTION
MR.FARMER

CAN SELF-EMPLOYED
PERSONS ESTABLISH
AN IRA ACCOUNT?

ATLANTA, Ga. — What does grade of a commodity.
used for all products. In adU.S. No. 1 mean when you see it
The propsoed nomenclature dition, "combination" grades
on a bag of potatoes? Does it would represent the following were developed for some
mean the same thing when you levels of quality:
products, with the people in the
see it on a bag of apples? A bag
U. S. Fancy — Premium produce industry concerned
of onions?
quality; covers only the top with a particular product
Although U. S. No. 1 now grade produced.
having the most influence,
represents a different level of
U. S. No. 1 — The chief usually, on the grade terquality for each of these trading; represents good, minology selected.
products, a recent U. S. average quality that is practi&I For many products, however,
Department of Agriculture to pack under commercial the grade names U. S. Fancy,
proposal for more information conditions; covers the bulk of U. S. No. 1, U.S. No. 2, and U. S.
grade names for fresh fruits the quality range produced.
No. 3 are in use now and no
and vegetables could gradually
U. S. No. 2 — Intermediate change would be needed to
change this.
between U. S. No. 1 and U. S. bring them into line with the
Under the proposal, U. S. No. No, 3; noticeably superior to U. proposed standardized ter1 would always represent the S. No. 3.
minology. Under the proposal,
chief trading grade of a • U. S. No. 3 — The iowest It would be terms like U. S.
product—the good average merchantable quality practical Extra Fancy, U. S. Comquality found in the majority of to pack under normal con- merical, and U. S. Combination
a crop. The only other grade ditions.
that would be eliminated when
names used for fresh fruits and
Although these would be the grade standards are revised.
vegetables would be U. S. only grade terms allowed, In fact, USDA has already
Fancy, U. S. No. 2 and U. S. No. every
wouldn't begun to make grade terms for
product
3. These uniform grade names necessarily have all four grade fresh fruits and vegetables
would be adopted for individual levels. Some products do not more uniform. A recent revision
fruits and vegetables during the vary enough in quality to be of the grade standards for
normal process of establishing separated into four or even lettuce eliminated U. S. Comor revising grade standards. three grades. If a crop is not mercial grade and adopted the
Since grade standards are packed in the premium grade, proposed uniform grade names.
developed or revised only as the therefore, there would be no U.
The Agricultural Marketing
need arises, the changes would S. Fancy. Whatever grade is Service establishes grade
take place over a number of _uced,Atowever,would always standards for fresh fruits and firalae_tkie scam**woad
years.
carry the same meaning, vegetables under authority of_all Americans, he added.
Before adopting, rejecting or- regardless of the commodity. the Agricultural Marketing Act
In another area, the president
revising the proposal, USDA
When USDA first developed cif 1946. Use of grade standards
needs to know what the industry grade standards for fresh fruits and USDA grading services is
and consumers think about it. and vegetables (the first was voluntary. Grading is provided
Special for potatoes in 1917), U. S. No. 1 on request and for a fee.
Steorts,
Nancy
Assistant to the Secretary for was the highest grade. It
Comments should be sent to
Consumer Affairs, is urging covered the majority of a crop the Hearing Clerk, Room 112-A,
everyone with an interest in the and meant the product was of U.
of
Department
S.
proposal for more uniform good quality. U. S. No. 2 Agriculture, Washington, D. C.
grade names, consumers in represented the remainder of 20250 before Feb. 15, 1976.
particular, to file formal the crop that was worth pacing Comments will be available for
comment with USDA's Hearing for sale under
normal public inspection.
Clerk before February 15, 1976. marketing conditions.
While encouraging comments
As s.andards for more
from all interested parties, Ms. products were developed, it was
Early domesticated turkeys
Steorts points out that, to be recognized that two grades and other fowl largely had to
effective, a comment must be were not enough to cover the fend for themselves on Colonial
more than just a yes or no an- range of quality for some farms. Often, farmers would
swer, a form letter, or a commodities. Premium grades put a few Guinea hens into their
petition—the comments are not were therefore added, but the flocks for protection against
counted like ballots.
same grade names were not hawks.
Ms. Steorts urges consumers
in their comments to say why
the proposal will or will not
meet consumer needs, supply
information to support their
viewpoint, and, if they desire,
present alternatives to the
proposal.
,
Ms. Steorts also stresled the
importance of studying the
proposal before commenting.
If you want to comment on the
proposal for uniform grade
Tackle any hauling job. Or hitch two and a half tons of
names for fresh fruits and
vegetables, here is some
trailer to your Terra and set out for rugged country without
background information that
a second thought. With selective four-wheel drive on the
might help you understand
dash, you can master tough terrain at the
grade standards and the
proposal.
pull of a knob.
U. S. grade standards for
fresh fruits and vegetables
provide a common language for
wholesale trading and a means
Come out Today & Speak with
of measuring value of a basis
one of our salesmen
for
establishing
prices.
See Jerry Boyd,Hugh Wright,
Although the standards were
J.H. Nix or Jan Dalton
originally designed for use in
the
wholesale
trade,
distributors label some consumer packages—such as
apples, potatoes, onions and
citrus--with U. S. grade names.
-.Ifffi&Vtilzdards 'cidrrle
—
753-2617
levels of quality by specifying
the characteristics—such as
shape, color, texture and
freedom from defects—for each

Introducing the
little pickup
that pulls big

The new
International'
Scout Terra"

• Easy to service
• Improved steering
•Mfr.

rty, investments.
lp frontage plus
II be on proper-

Two Graves County students at the University of Kentucky have been chosen to serve as
student appointees to the Board of Directors of the recently-organized UK College of
Agriculture Alumni Association. Show here with Ralph Edrington (center), Graves County,
president of the Purchase Area Chapter of the Ag Alumni Association, they are Joe Keith (left),
and Tom Waldrop, both juniors majoring in veterinary science. Chosen on the basis of their
scholastic and leadership abilities, student appointees are chosen to serve two years on the
Board by the Dean of the College.

Bank ofFDICMurray

Calloway County
Industrial Rd.

of a major New Vork utility lands.
—Establish regulations that
called on Congress and the
our
Administration to take prompt will permit utilities to burn
to
subject
coal,
country's
action to reduce pressure on
quality
air
health-related
laprisumer charges for elecstandards.
tricity.
—Permit the burning of less
"Electric rates do not have to
oil.
be as high as they are," said W. pure, leas expensive
oil and
off-shore
—Expedite
Donham Crawford, president of
Edison Electric Institute. gas development.
—Modify government
"Consumer fire should be
to enable us to move
procedures
directed tcnvard the causes of
toward the use of
more
quickly
are
higher prices. They
electric power
for
fuels
nuclear
primarily in the area of public
production.
Polic7."
Panels and other speakers
upward dealt with cost and price
Crawford said
pressure on electricity rates problems in food retailing and
could be substantially reduced health care. The conference
if government were to:
also heard a panel discussion on
—Unlock our nation's vast the dangers of unionization in
"It is only in Washington, D. coal resources including farm labor and public emC. — better known as the in- deposits on federally owned ployment.
flation factory—that the fires
of flation are kindled, stoked
and fanned," Fields said. "And
the political party in charge
seems to make very little difference."
Noting that most members of
Congress and most presidents
and presidential candidates
have considered inflation to be
"good politics," Fields said the
country will continue to suffer
from inflation's impact until the
tide is turned on those elected
"big spenders."
Fields also criticized "big
unions and their autocratic
bosses," who he says have
fostered a union monopoly
stranglehold on the country's
economy.
Since 1962, Federal law has perHe said farmers acorss the
self-employed persons to
mitted
country have been infuriated
establish
H. R.-10 retirement plans.
over the actions of "the labor
'However, under an H. R.-10 plan,if a
boss of them all, Mr. Meany" in
interfering with the movement
self-employed person wishes to conof U. S. - produced grain to
tribute on his behalf, he is also
overseas customers.
required to contribute on behalf of
"The spectacle of the
president of the United States
his employees. The new law
kowtowing to this labor baron
specifically allows a self-employed
and permitting him to make
person to instead establish an IRA
decisions on matters of vital
public policy is not ludicrous, it
without the need to contribute on
is frightening," Fields said.
of his employees.
behalf
Referring back to the conference theme, Fields noted
that the world "profit" is
misunderstood by most people.
Recent polls have shown that
We would like the opportunity to discuss with you,
very few Americans, parfirst hand,how such an accsaurt might benefit you.
ticularly new high school and
college graduates, understand
this country's free enterprise
system, he said. Business and
agriculture need to join
together in a campaign to
LOUISVILLE, This country's
unfavorable economic climate
Is the result of government-fed
inflation, labor union monopoly
and a general level of economic
illiteracy among most people.
That's the less-than-glowing
assessment of C. H. Fields,
congressional liaison
representative of the American
Farm Bureau. He was in
Louisville Thursday addressing
a Farm-City Seminar on "High
Costs and Low Profits."
Fields told the estimated 150
farmers and businessmen in
attendance that the government's role in feeding inflation
is just beginning to be understood by people.

The proposal also calls for all
breeding swine six months of
age or older to be tested and
found free of brucellosis within
30 days of interstate movement.
Swine ‘‘from
validated
brucellosis-free herds and areas
would be exempt from this
testing requirement, according
to Tillery.

4so

IIRM

ay of sale. Two
nor, hay & lol1, block chicken

Veterinary Services for USDA's
Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service, said tattooed
animals found to be infected at
slaughter can be traced back to
their original herd. "This helps
animal health inspectors find
other infected animals,and thus
prevents disease spread,"
Tillery explained.

ATLANTA, Ga. — The U. S.
Department of Agriculture
(USDA) has rescinded certain
sections of its standardized
workweek rules for federal
meat and poultry inspectors
If adopted, the proposal also
which were scheduled to go into
will require that hogs infected
effect Nov. 3.
with or exposed to brucellosis
The rescinded sections dealt be ear-tagged and moved only
with overtime and holiday in- to slaughter. This should help
spection service and schedules keep brucellosis-infected hogs
of operations and billings, from being accidently mixed
according W USDA's Animal with healthy swine headed for
and Plant Health Inspection the farm.
Service (APHIS). However,
Written views and comments
provisions dealing with the
basic workweek,standard tours on this proposal should be
of duty and lunch periods for submitted to USDA by Dec. 17.
federal inspectors became They should be sent to the
Deputy
Administrator,
effective Nov. 3.
Veterinary Services, Animal
APHIS officials explained and Plant Health Inspection
that additional information Service, USDA, Federal
became available since the new Building, Hyattsville, Md. All
rules were announced Sept. 30 comments received may be
requiring a reassPssment of the inspected during regular
rules which were rescinded.
business hours.

•

Fields Gives Less-Than-Glowing
Assessment To Farm Bureau

Grain Beds

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet inc.

Stokes Tractor

Scouilthe America others pass by.
See your International Harvester Dealer.
dl

IT

Taylor Motors Inc.

301 So. 4th

Industrial Rd.

753-1319

753-1372
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Study Says Increases Energy Costs Shouldn't Slow Economy
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
worst effects of recently increased oil prices are over and
the Western industrialized nations should gradually adjust,
Brookings Institution analysts
say.
A study released Sunday by
the private research organization concludes: "In the long
run, paying today's high oil

prices need not prevent these
countries from resuming a
healthy rate of economic expansion and should have only a
modest effect on the growth of
living standards."
The analysts reported that
the recessionary and inflationary consequences of the
1973 oil price increase have
peaked and should diminish
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Rikers Inmates Release
Two Of Five Hostages
NEW YORK (AP) - Rebellious prisoners in a city jail on
Rikers Island today released
two of five correction officers
taken hostage but argued
among themselves about their
next moves.
''There seems to be deepening divisiveness among the inmates," Bronx Dist. Mario Merola said. "They are trying to
decide what they want ... I'm
concerned for the welfare of
the remaining three correction
officers."

Srndiritn.

The report contends that
about half of the deep recession
that began last year is attributable to a four-fold increase in
world oil prices and the failure
of Western planners to cushion
their economies from it.

Guards Richard Sealy and
Thomas Rivera were freed
about 8 a.m.,'shortly after Merola arrived at the jail and
talked with representatives of
the inmates who had seized
control of five cellblocks Sunday night with homemade
weapons.
A negotiating team for the 1,200 prisoners indicated that the
other three guards would be
freed if Merola agreed - before television cameras - to
emit them amnesty in connection with the disturbance.
Merola told newsmen he was
willing "to negotiate on anything," but added, "Until they
resolve their differences, we
are powerless to act."
One inmate, Robert Hook,
told newsmen, "We ain't here
to harm nobody - no other in-

Last year's prices started at
(50 HERE \
I AM IN THE
DESERT Loam
AN EMPTY
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- _fafts

November 20, 1975
Adults 132
Nursery 6
•
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Dewey M. Dick, Rt. 1, Benton,
Miss Brenda F. Harris, 1001
Cleavland, Fulton, Mr. Andy
Ford, 101 E. 10th., Benton, Mrs.
Marion G. Hoffman, Box 27,
I HATE TO SEE
Dexter, Mrs. Ruth I. Dublin,422
ANYTH I NG- GO
S. 8th., Murray, Mrs. Jo
TO WASTE
Brandon, 106 Hickory Dr., Box
658, Murray, Mrs. Faye N.
IP
A
Workman 1010 County Cork
Rd., Murray, Mrs. Betty A.
Garland, Box 67, Kirksey,
Master Carmen G. Roberts,
1308 Farris, Murray, Mrs.
-‘•
Carolyn J. Stuart, 1322 Main St.,
Murray, Miss Sarah E. Canter,
W.-24
Box 4353 Hart Hall MSU, Mrs.
Bobbie J. Humphreys, 719 W.
Blythe, Paris, Mr. Eddie W.
Hardin, Ky., Mrs. Alice
Lewis,
I KNOW • BUT SHE
F. Key, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs.
DOESN'T HAVE
Mary S. Barnhill, Rt. 2,
A BUTTON ,
Buchanan, Mrs. Debris F.
Pritchett and gaby Boy,111.
-Hazel, Mrs. Vada-1. Tubbs and
Baby Boy, Rt. 6, Mayfield, Mr.
James E. Kimbro, Rt. 4,
Murray, Mr. James D.
Newsom, Box 715, Paris, Mrs.
Floyd D. Elkins, Rt. 1, Kirksey,
Mrs. Auda M. Thweatt, Rt. 3,
Benton, Mrs. Winnie H. Kline,
-•-•=1
Rt. 4, Murray, Mr. Pat Ross, Rt.
V„4.640.D
6, Box 133, Murray, Mr. Paul K.
Rogers, 811 N. 16th., Murray.
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SELLING THIS
NEW GADGET TO
SCARE OFF
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BUT I'VE ALREADY
GOT A DOG!

ITS A DOORBELL,AND
WHEN YOU PUSH THE
SUTTON IT BARKS
LIKE A 00G 1--

1i)

v
1
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LEAVING THE MAP WOOD§ KATEENA THE LIONESS AND
!
PEVIL„ REX ON JOOMBA ,THE PHANTOM ON HERO,,,ANO HIZ

Ail

•
rit

AH DOW- wANTA
HURT YORE FEELN'S
- E3uT THIS DoNir LooK
LIKE A TRAIN-

HM-mr- AH
THINK IT5
TH' HAIL)r!

WE GOTTA
SCREW
IT OFF Pr-

LET GO,
WISE GUY'r

1

o

••••
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•

Schultze said that the United
States and other nations overreacted to the threat of inflation and failed to foresee potentials for recession.
"All over the world, we completely sacrificed employment
to keep inflation down," he told
a news conference. Had officials known how severe the recession would be, they probably
would have accepted higher inflation and done more to stimulate employment, he said.
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"Cleaning Is
Our Business"

2 Piece

Ram
Suit
$6995List

yes weed supplies, eerieomit Sr service soll es. ammo,
it slot ire kora best. We Wye
steam dossiers owl ober
doesime eiseipmeot ter rest, Si
If Tee prefer we ad doom your
pets mod fleets fee you.
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November 21, 1975
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Miss Brandy K. Tibbs, P. 0.
Box 724, Mayfield, Ky. 42066,
Mrs. Judy G. Harris, Rt. 4, Box
520, Murray, Mr. William D.
Schroeder, Rt. 1, Dexter, Ky.
42036, Mrs. Opal A. Edwards,
Rt. 5, Box 450, Murray, Mr.
Michael A. Jackson, Box 300,
Rt. 5, Murray, Miss Stacy M.
Page, 1011 East Wood, Paris,
Tn. 38242, Mrs. Roma D.
Morris, Route 3, Benton, Ky.,
Mr. James R. Maury, Box 67,
Dexter, Ky. 42036, Miss Melody
A. Bazier, Rt. 2, Box 127,
Chester, Ill., Mr. Rober C.
Bennett, Rt. 5, Twin Lake Tr.
Ct., Paris, Tn., Mr. Colie R.
Ball, Rt. 2, Paris, l'n. 38242,
Mrs. Virgie B. Dix, Rt. 1, Almo,
Ky. 42020, Mrs. Barbara Todd,
Rt. 8, Green Acre Tr. Ct. No. 24,
Murray, Mrs. Mifdred C. Collie,
526 South 6th, Murray, Mrs.
Elva J. Stinson, 1707 Calloway,
Murray, Mrs. Dotty M. Sirls,
Rt. 5, Benton, Ky. 42025, Mrs.
Melanie Harris, 108 B Williams,
Murray, Mrs. Judy L. Adams,
1712 Holiday Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Mary S. Doyle, 103 South 14th
St., Murray, Mr. Robert W.
Rudolph, Rt. 1, Dexter, Ky.
42036, Mrs. Maggie L. Dawson
and Baby Girl, Rt. 2, Dover, Tn.
37058, Mrs. Belinda Edwards
and Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Farmington. Ky., Mr. James C.
Atkins, 40x-194,PurYear..
Mr. Corbett J. Tucker, Rt. 1,
Hardin,Ky.42048, Mrs. Hilda R.
Ward, Rt. 1, Murray,

about $1.08 a pound and rose to
an average of about $1.14.
This year, however, prices
seem unlikley to reach such
levels, because of declines in
foreign and domestic consumption, increasing foreign
competition and world-wide
economic problems.
In a preliminary report last
week, the U.S. Department of
Agriculture said burley usage
during the marketing year that
ended Sept. 30 fell to about 586
million pounds, less than the
size of this year's crop.
Domestic usage was down
from 533 million to about 519
million pounds and exports
dropped 19 million pounds to 68
million.
On the favorable side, burley
stockpiles are low. Dealers and
manufacturers held about 1.094
billion pounds in October - up
24 million pounds but still considered meager - and the government's pool of surplus tobacco is virtually empty.
The first day's results are unlikely to give much indication
what will follow, because of the
large number of farmers who
haven't taken their burley to
market.
One reason is that farmers
have been busy harvesting
grain in the recent favorable
weather. Also, early prices in
the past few years have been
below the season's average, so
few farmers want to be among
the first to sell.
"Most farmers are holding
back, waiting for the second or
third week," said Leon Taylor,
manager of Growers Tobacco
Warehouse in Carrollton.
Even among the farmers
with tobacco already on the
auction floor, he said, only
about 30 per cent are willing to
sell on the first or second day.
In Lexington, also, "a majority of farmers want to kind of
sit back and see how the market opens," said Robert W.
Rouse, manager of Central District Warehousing Corp.
Kentucky produces about
two-thirds of the nation's burley
tobacco. Burley also is sold in
Indiana, Ohio, Tennessee, West
Virginia, Virginia, North Carolina and Missouri.

You may never
live it down,
but you can sure
live it up.
Sometimes people
who don't buy U.S.
Savings Bonds say
funny things to people
who do.
"No will power?"
"Scared of the
future?"
"You citt-thitT
interest?"
"You know what
Louie said about
them?"
So who's Louie and
who cares?,
Fact is that U.S.
Sayings Bonds now
interest
offer you
when held to 5-year
maturity. And nothing
is safer.
• You can even save
for them automatically
through your Payroll
Savings Plan at work.
What could be easier?
You're the one
who'll live it up.
Because you've got it

4r 1WV.
AkZn:Y

7
If You
Need Them:
753-1441
Fire
753-1621
Police
7534952
Rescue
753-9332
Ambulance
Hospital Emergency...
753-5131
Humane Society 7S3-4307
Comprehensive Care...
753-6622
Poison Control 753-7588
Senior Citizens 753-0929
Need Line.... 753-NEED
Learn to Read..753-2208

if

Social Concerns
Committeeand
The Ledger
L Times

FREE TERMITE
INSPECTION
Avoid Costly
Horne Ropairs

WE LOOK into your needs
as well as at them.
NEEDLINE, 7534333.

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control

t

100 Swill .3th Street
Nes. Roaches'
Silver Fish & Shrubs

Phone 753-3914

BUYING FURS, Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday
every week at my home
on 641 South,3 miles south
of Murray. Other days by
appointment. Douglas
Shoemaker, Phone 7533375.
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Murray Coins
And Antiques
Tilesrted: Ceins-Geiil-Strer erel
Depression Gies,

opposite bus

108 North 6th Skeet
753-0140.
NEW KIRBY VACUUMS
sold by dealers from other
cities will not be serviced
by Kirby Vacuum Sales
and Service, 500 Maple
Street.

-mew
PHONE NUMBERS
FOR THE
LEDGER & TIMES
DEPARTMENTS
ARE AS FOILOWS
, News, Society and
Sports
753-7978
Retail Display advertising 753-1979.
Classified
Display,
Classified, Circulation and the Business
Office
may
be
reached on 753-7916
and 753-1917.

ADVERTISING
DEAKINS
All display ads,
cla,ssified displays and
must be
submitted
relardispbla
y yl noon,
the
day
before
publication.
All reader classifieds
ust be submitted by 4
p. m. the day before
publication.

Small Ads..
Big Results!
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Burley Growers May
Begin Sales Today

::::::.
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M per cent between 1973 and
IMO as it would have if oil
prices had stayed at their pre1973 price, the U.S. standard of
living may grow only 16 to 17
per cent, said one analyst.
Charles L. Schultze of Brookings wrote: "Living standards
will not be 2.5 per cent lower
than now, but 2.5 per cent lower than they would have been
by 1980."
mates, no correction officers,
There will also be a shift of
nobody."
wealth within the United States
He said, the uprising was from consumers to domestic
the only viable means we energy producers, but the propcould use to tell society about er way to deal with this is
our plight. You cut back on through higher taxes, such as a
money so our families can't go windfall tax on oil profits, said
to welfare officers. Even our Schultze, who was President
children need food and all the Lyndon B. Johnson's budget diwhile we can't get fair and rector.
speedy trials."
Hook blamed the city's fiscal
crisis for a recent layoff of correction officers. He called that
''a cutback on us because then
We're denied the services we
got to have."
The city laid off 240 correcLOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) tion officers this year. It now
has 2,845 to handle a total pris- Some burley growers began
selling their tobacco today, but
on population of over 7,500.
Rikers Island lies in the East many held off to see wha. sort
River south of the Bronx and of prices the first day's aucabout a half mile northwest of tions would bring.
The hope among growers is
La Guardia Airport in Queens.
that declines in consumption
Authorities said Sealy had not
and increasing foreign combeen harmed, but that Rivera
petition will not cut too sharply
had suffered a cut on his right
into burley prices.
hand. "I was never mistreated,
Ira Massie, tobacco specialist
but I always felt that I was in
at the University of Kentucky,
danger," Sealy said. "A blanit's likely to take five or
ket was put over my head and said
six days to discern any marketI was placed in a cell."
ing pattern across the eightArmed with homemade weapstate burley belt.
ons, about 600 inmates in the
But before the marketing seaMen's House of Detention held
son ends, months from now,
the five correction officers in
more than 200,000 Kentucky
two cell blocks. Another 600 infarmers should sell more than
mates without hostages were
400 million pounds of burley for
loose in three other cell blocks.
more than 8400 million.
offset for the U.S. economy
through increased job-creating
export activity and by investment in domestic energy
sources.
But instead of growing 19 to

THE PHANTOM

1

ACROSS
1 Rear part of
ship
4 Kind of cloth
8 Beverage
11 Pair
12 Great Lake
13 Roman
tyrant
15 Is suffocated in
water
17 Hard shelled fruit
19 Part of to
be
20 Bushy
Clump
21 Snake
letter
Greek
22
23 Part of stove
25 Stalemate
26 Fat about
the kidneys
27 Small lump
28 Moray
29 Grain
30 Printer s
measure
31 Ingredient
33 Spanish article
35 Cut of meat
36 Before
37 Pair
38 Part of fireplace
40 Collection of
facts
41 Allowance
for waste
42 Stroke
43 Unit of
Siamese
currency
44 Bishopric
45 Article
46 Residue
47 Mortified
50 Care for
52 A state
51 Eggs
55-Sign of
zodiac
56 Transaction
57 Male sheep

steadily over the next several
years.
The report, entitled "Higher
Oil Prices and the World Economy," says that by 1980 the
cost of foreign oil will be nearly

PAGE IS '

3 Card Ot Thanks
WE WOULD like to take
this opportunity to thank
each and everyone who
helped us in any way
since our home burned.
Our loss was made so
much easier by your help.
Sonny, Vickie
and
Russell Britt.
THE FAMILY of Belva Dill
wish to express their
sincere gratitude for all
the kindness bestowed
upon us during her illness
and death. Your loving
concern and sympathetic
understanding is deeply
appreciated.
5. Lost And Found
$50.00 FOR THE return of
my male, 6 month old,
red, Irish Setter named
Joshua. No questions
asked. Contact Charles
Carpenter, 104 Shady
Oaks. Please return!

6 Help Wanted
LOCAL ENGINEERING
Firm has opening for high
school graduate to perform Rodman-Chainman
duties with field survey
party. Experience
but
not
preferred
required. Call 753-8050 or
contact Ted F. Billington,
Consulting Engineers,
Box 422, Murray.
MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC. Experienced maintenance
mechanic with proven
machinist experience
wanted for immediate
opening. This is a permanent position, offers
excellent pay and fringe
benefits, including
company paid medical
and life
insurance,
holidays, and vacations.
Only qualified applicants
need apply in person
between 9 a. m. and 4 p.
m. or send resume to
Vanderbilt 'ClIeMical
Corp., Route 2, Box 54,
Murray, Ky., 42071.
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Help
Wanted
lesersows nen
interested a
his owe office
I. Sole Crew
2. High Commission
3. Group insurance
Individual In4
surance
5. Leads furnished.

con
753-2428

u:

P53-1441
I53-1621
r53-6952
I53-9332

753-5131
7S3-4307

/53-6622
53-7588
r53-0929
-NEED

CHEMICAL OPERATOR.
Experienced
chemical
plant operator, wanted
for immediate opening.
Prefer person with at
least 3 years experience
Plant
as Chemical
Operator. Only qualified
applicants should apply in
person between 9 a. m.
and 4 p. m. at Vanderbilt
Chemical Corp. Route 2,
Murray.Box
54,

53-22oe
ARE YOU INTERESTED
in a second income or part
time employment? Call
753-0034.
ANY PERSON wishing to
keep 2 puppies for $30.00 a
month, call 767-2144.

Lir need'
, them.
-6333.

Tuesday,
hursday
ly home
les south
days by
Douglas
me 753-

light
DO
WOMEN,
ironing,
housekeeping,
one day week for couple,
own transportation. 7535203 after 9:30 a.m.
WANTED SOMEONE to
sell Watkins Products.
Call 753-5550.

S. Storage Buildings

No
]

den

CUSTOM BUILT portable
storage buildings, green
houses, dog houses and
bird houses. Hick's
Cemetery Road. Call 753E664.
IL Insurance
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VENEER LOGS wanted,
white oak, wabun, atim
and hackberry. Highest
prices paid for logs 14" in
diameter
and
up.
Delivered to Benton, Ky.
Also will buy standing
Veneer trees. Call J. H.
Miller 3644440.

F
WURLITZER SPINET
piano, nice. Excellent
conditial. $400.00. Wicker
twin head board,$20. Two
adjustable metal bed
frames,$20 each. Call 4374153

341" ELECTRIC STOVE,
white $130.00 Call 753-8686.

FIVE ROOM BRICK, big
bathroom.
hall,
Remodeled. In old Ahno.
Call 7534953.

SHOTGUN 12 GAUGE
pump. Open choke, case,
vest, cleaning kit. $103.00.
Call 753-7292.
SET OF NEW
Encyclopedias,
Call 767-4055.

Colliers
cheap.

MILLIONS OF rugs have
been cleaned with Blue
Lustre. It's 'America's
finest. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K, Bel
Air Shopping Center.

'SHUCK%FOLK% rr, NOTHI116.404)arrrTWENTY-SIX new large
WKID 10.10W HOW lb PLAN 'CUR WEEKFIV.N
records, Four small
GO CARTS, 3 models, records. 620.00. Call 753prices are 241.95, 277.95, 6325 or see at 403 S. 8th
Street.
43 R.• F
and 284.95. CB radios pace
model, 143. Sale price
128.88. Pace model 144, ALCOA
SIDING, WE BUY used mobile ROBERTS REALTY
sale
price
144.95.
Aluminum Service Co.
homes. Top prices paid.
located on South 12th at
Call 492-8647.
Fireplace enclosures with
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sycamore has five
glass doors; antique
Sales, Paducah. Call 442licensed and bonded sales
brass, black and brass or
1918 or 443-8226.
personnel to serve you
polished brass finish,
plus twenty years ex88.88 each. Wallin Hard- ELECTRIC STOVE,
clusive real estate exware, across from post avacado refrigerator with 12 x 7e FLAMINGO Manor,
perience. Call 753-1651 or
office, Paris, Tenn.
105 lb. freezer on top. Call
come by our office. We
3 bedrooms, 2 full bathe,
753-6346.
like to talk REAL
central heat and air,
throughout,
*
MATE.
carpeted
REALISTIC 8 TRACK tape HOOVER
PORTABLE
refrigerator and stove,
player FM radio with
washer. Perfect for
electric fireplace, un- NEAR ALMO HEIGHTS
speakers $40.00. Sylvania
apartment, 3 months old.
derpinned, excellent
within view of Highway
amplifier with tape deck
Call 753-2961 after 5 p. m.
condition. Call 753-9616.
641. Estate of Alfred
and air suspension
Keys. Phone 7534162.
speakers $250.00. 2 BROYHILL EARLY
Frances CB Antenna $5.00
American wingback sofa, 1173, 12 x 65 SAVANNAH
FOR LISTING and selling
ea. Call 753-6907.
excellent condition Ariens
motile home, 3 bedroom,
your property see Boyd7 HP riding mower, 26"
total electric, all set up.
Majors Real Estate, 105
ANTIQUE CHERRY sugar
cut, motor only 2 years
and underpinned. Call
North 12th, 753-8080 or call
chest; round dining table
old, Man's leather coat
498-8419.
any of our salespeople:
(claw feet). Various other
with zip out lining, like
B.B. Hook 753-2387;
items. 1603 College Farm
new, size 42. Call 489-2643
Audra Moody, 753-9036,
Road. 10:00 a. m. to 4:00 after 4 p.m.
DOUBLE WIDE trailer
Pat Mobley, 753-8958;
p.
excellent condition. No
Homer Miller, 753-7519;
17. liaCuu'i Cleaners
furniture, 6,200.00. or take
Barbara Erwin, 7534136;
over payments. Call 753Reuben Moody, 753-9036.
FOUR 15" SIX hole chrome KIRBY Vacuum Sales and
8623 or 753-8384.
rims for Chevrolet. Call
Service, 500 Maple Street.
40 ACRES, ideal for cattle
and
rebuilt
New
753-2670.
or horses, mostly fenced
vacuums. Call 753-0359. 24
MOVING SALE. 1972
with about 18 acres
FENCE,
LINK
CHAIN
Hour answering service.
Atlantic mobile home,
furnished, washer and tendable, has creek
30 day special. Four ft.
ELECTROLUX SALES
dryer, utility shed. Phone through property, some
highoinstalleck$1.50 per ft.
woods, priced at a low
and service. Call Tony
Call after 5 p: in.TOr free
753-9512 or 753-7302.
e315.00 per acre. Check
753-6760,
Montgomery,
estimates, Allstar Fence
this one out with wooftitt
day or night.
Co., Paris, Tenn., 642-6492
Realty Co., 206 South 12th
NEW MOBILE home
1975
or 642-8947.
Street, 753-3597.
19. Farm Equipment
all electric, 2 bedroom, 12
x 50. Will sacrifice. Call
474-2230.
OAK FIREWOOD for sale. BIRCH 111' WHEEL disc,
sealed bearings. Good
woe initeisseil Owe* hearten
20" logs $14.00 a rick. 24"
Mob•le Home Rentals
Imre isewteil so oppossioutety
condition. $550.00. Call
logs $16.00 a rick. Will
41 forwsd nays with apply'. U
437-4139.
special cut to your needs.
MOBILE HOMES and
taming aims. Stash be. awl
436-2315.
Call
spaces. Fox Meadows and
silwor withwitlings Inehrend.
TD 14A INTERNATIONAL
Coach Estates. Families
Dozer. 1949 Army Jeep.
Witer front prop•rty -1.5
only. South 16th Street.
Call 753-5612.
sass, 3 Isssimins, idtchne with
Call 753-3855.
cur.
,
uppli
20 Sports Equipment
part...$112,193...M•k• a offer.
32 Apartments For Rent

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Tow Way Rental and Sales Inc., 2170 Irvin Cobb Drive, Paducay, Ky. Friday,
November 28, 1975, 10 a. m.

The Tow Way Compass is seeks lair complete ineotar ol real
Wu.trailers, towls. loalaaids, 111 parts and accessories
Over $200,000 iventory.
Partial List As Follows:
TRUCKS AND TRAILERS: Two 1975 GMC 2 ton heavy
duty long wheel base trucks, one van body the other
grain bed. 1975 GMC one ton deluxe cab 6 wheel
4 ton pickup with topper. Two
3
pickup. 1971 GMC /
1968 Chevrolet C50 16 ft. van and 16 ft. stake bed.
1967 International 1600 18 ft. van body. 1967 white tilt
cab. 20 ft. van with lift gate. 1973 Chevrolet 1 ton air
condition, with 12 ft. van. 1984 Chevrolet % ton
pickup. 18 ft. flat trailer. 2 utility vans. 10 utility
open trailers and one 2 horse trader.
TOOLS: L78 Diesel air compressor. M Series Ditch
Witch. B&D electric jack hammer. Two Dessa cut
off saws.9H. P. rotor-tiller. Vinks portable air compressor. Wall paper steamer. Type cutters and
threaders. Tap and die sets. Air nailer. 1 and % inch
water pumps. Partner K 12 cutting saw. Sewer
snake. Electric drive come-along. Railroad jack.
Chain saws. Hand saws. Carpenter and concrete
tools, and lawn care equipment.
HEALTH AIDS: Hospital beds. Wheel chairs. Safety
side rails. Bed tables. Patient aid bars. 72 roll-away
beds.
RV PARTS AND ACCESSORIES: 1970 20 ft. Avion, fully
self-contained. 1975 Bee-Line, 22 ft. self-contained.
1975 17 ft. Bee-Line semi-self-contained. 1975 16 ft.
Bee-Line. 1967 Air Stream 21 ft. self-contained. 1974
Cree 27 ft. fifth wheel sell-contained. 1975 Bee-Line
31 ft. self-contained. Two Coleman fold up campers.
There is approximately a $50,000 inventory of parts
and accessories for RV's. Consisting of: hitches,
awnings, refrigerators, stoves, air conditioners,
and other items too manerous to mention.
AUCTIONEER'S NOTE: It is impossible to give a complete listing for this sale. For further information
contact auctioneers:

J. M.(Jake) Brown
and Associates
Route 1, Box 101,
Paducah, Ky. 42001

Cali 502-444-6865 at 502-442-9761
Nights-395-7241

Golx

MANOR
MURRAY
NORII1WERTERN
Clubs, one complete -set----Apartments, one or
and bag. Grant* Diver.
unfurnished,
bedroom,
except
stove
and
GR 70 x 14 radial, 4 wheel
grain bed farm trailer. 2
refrigerator, water bill
bicycles 26" -, 10 speed.
paid. Central heat and air
Call 437-4570 or 437-4733.
conditioning. Call 7538668.

1971 leo TON Ford transmission, radiator, 390
intake and carburetor.
1970 Ford Torino body for
parts. One Chippendale
chair, lion head, back
claw feet. Call 753-4716.
FOR SALE fat hens, ready
for Thanksgiving $2.00
each. Also 1968 Old$300.00. Call
smobile
436-5855.

Winchester
Printing Services

General Tire-Mayfield Plant

1969 BUICK, 2 door, vinyl
top, 4 speed, 350 engine.
$450 cash. C111 767-4255.
1966
FASTBACK
Volkswagon, good condition. New tires. Call 7530605.
1964 COMET straight shift,
6 cylinder. Phone 7532482.

1966 CHEVY 2 dr. hardtop
V-8 automatic. Good
transportation $200.00.
Phone 354-6691.
1964 FORD XL, 750 Honda
Chopper, 17 ft. fishing
boat, 1957 Ford truck. Call
435-4425.

WANTED

CARPET INSTALLED.
$1.00 per yard. Any kind.
We guarantee to please.
Call David Mullinax, 4742789.

Industrial maintenance personnel mechanics and electricians(applicant must have a minimum of 3 years industrial experience).

PLUMBING AND Electric,
odd jobs we like. All work
guaranteed to please. Call
James Burkeen, 474-2257.

Excellent fringe benefits, hospitalization, retirement,
paid holidays(10)and vacation.
t.,

TROUBLE
HAVING
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.

Phone or Write
Personnel Manager
General Tire S Robber Co.
I General Street, Mayfield, Ky. 42066

CONTACT SHOLAR
Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 3548161 after 7 p.m.

Phone 2474730 Extention 237
Equal Opportunity Employer
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This alphabetized page will run weekly -- clip it from
the paper and sass- for handy reference)

411411,'

OAK di
mn w

Vlison haw.
Reel Estate
moss Prow pent office
C.all 753-3243 iwytisse

00

T.V. Sales and Service

Are
753-1441

.

Police

753-3037

753-1621

Dunn Furniture TM. 8i Appliance
Quasar
„Al.....,I
ELECTRICAL WIRING
RESIDENTIAL a
COMMERCIAL
Installations&
Service

474-$841
753-7203
24 Hour Service

ANDERSON ELECTRIC
Paper

Hanging
Painting
753-0961
Residences, cornmercial. Canvasing, BW
Houghton,Rte.6, Box 68

Murray
Metal

A & ill...
Improvement

OERRY's

Highest Prices Paid

Remodeling,
Room Additions
Cabinet Work

502-492-8837 I

Iron, aluminum, copper,
cast, batteries, and
radiators

I 753-7414
436-5840

Hwy.641
6 Miles South
Jerry McCoy,Owner
& Operator

121S.(Clarks River Bridge)
Murray,Ky.

Free Estimates

Hinmarv's
Rentals

If it has on engine we
specialize in ifs repair

Plumbing
Electric Sewer
Cleaning

war
..... kim...
""""e""'
753-5703

wow sway bus worm nil w
is OK- Willi NIL 411114 ifT 11.10Mist pork mire.
a* *Is sew fink iwww twit co*

753-9437
East Side Small
Engine

436-2490
Service and Ftepair
24 Hour Service
Norman Kimmerzell

802 N. 18th. Street
Murray.

Hwy.94 East

Homes

FOUR MONTH old French 46.
For Sap'
Poodle. Call 753-6392.
ALL BRICK, 3 bedroom, 2
POODLE
SHOP. baths, 2 car attached
Professional grooming. garage. Transferable 544
All breeds. Pine Point per cent mortgage. Near
TWO STORY oak log barn.
Estates, Eagle Creek
MSU. Call 753-7241.
Excellent condition. Call
Road, 1 mile from
753-0670.
Buchanan Resort. Call BY
OWNER. Three
901-642-8977.
Zb T Radio
bedroom brick, modern
,
home on one acre lot, ea
Ilighway 29B beteeen
ROBIN AU CB rertio and
antenna.
Stella and Kirksey. imShakespear
mediate possession.
$150.00. Shakespear 45 lb. LIVE TURKEYS for 'Sale.
Call 753-2299.
Phone 489-2167.
bow $40.00. Call 753-5923.

f

CAMP-A-ItAMA Sales, ROY HARMON'S CARSHOP
Coachman, Trail Star, PENTER
Professionals. Building,
Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, Si mile east remodeling, repairing.
of 68 and 641 intersection. Call 7554124, South 4th
Draffenville, Ky. Phone Street. Across from HiBurger.
527-7807.

I-D TAG

loonselets Hires b•drestar
kid whir central hoe 1111111
2 births, ens ow gawp, patio
ban off deo, priced Iwo Ws.

EXTRA NICE 2 bedroom DUE TO RECENT sales
apartment, adjoins MSU
we need listings! We have
campus perfect for
clients wanting (1) three
members. bedrooms with dining
faculty
Available December 15. area ( 2) good tillable
Tucker Realtors, 753-4342, acreage north of city. Call
night 753.4978.
now Wilson Real Estate,
753-3263 or come by 206
SLEEPING
ROOM, South 4th-across from
electric heat, private
post office. '
entrance, refrigerator,
Zimmerman Apts., S. 16th
WE HAVE a nice mobile
Street, 753-6609.
home that can be purchased with a low down
. 7 Livestock Supplies
payment and payments
the same as rent. The
REGISTERED POLLED
mobile home is located in
Hereford bulls, 7 no. to 15
beautiful Keniana
the
no. Also cows, bred and
Development at Hamlin,
open heifers. Call 901-247Ky. The mobile home and
5487. Rex Robinson.
lot can be bought for only
$7,500.00. Let John
38. Pets Supplies
Neubauer or Bob Rodgers
you this property.
REGISTERED
MALE show
C. Neubauer,
John
Irish Setter, 1 year old.
Good stud dog. $75.00. Call Realtor, 505 Main Street,
Murray, Ky 753-0101 or
767-2445 in evenings.
753-7531

FOR SALE majestic
woodburning fireplaces.
Aluminum Service Co.
Call 492-8647.

1958 T-Bird, one owner
Montana car. No rust.
New tires. All way above
average.
Drive
anywhere. Priced to sell.
See Bob Cook, Hazel. Call
492-8165.

r'

S'

THE QUALIFIED personnel at Guy Spans
LAKELAND CONRealty are waiting to talk 50 Campers
STRUCTION. Backhoe
GUTTERING BY Sears,
to you regarding your real
work in vacinity of 121
22 Fr. FULLY self- Seers seamless gutters
estate needs. Our time is
South and 94 South to New
your
per
installed
trailer
contained
travel
your time. Give us a call
Concord. Gravel, white
specifications. Call Larry
1972 model. Sacrifice
or drop by the office at 901
rock and top soil
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
Fox
at
Meadows
$2,750
Sycamore Street, 753delivered anywhere. Call
estimates.
South 16th Sticet. Call 7537724.
Rosa, 436-2505, open 7
3855.
HUTCHENS' days a week.
JOHN
HOUSE AND LOT, good 51 Services Offered
Plumbing and Electric.
BABYSITTING
location in growing
No jobs too =all Can WRL DO
in mY home. Cell 753-0725
Kirksey, Ky. Excellent CARPET
CLEANING,
436-5642 early morning or
or 7534163.
water, new pump, new
experienced, very
late afternoon.
carpets, all electric, reasonable rates,
furnished. $12,500. Route
references, free AWNING, CARPORTS,
CUSTOM RIGID
patio covers and en1, Box 175, Kirksey, Ky.
estimates. Quick drying.
Phone 489-2330.
closures. Aluminum
Call 7534627 or 753-9618.
LAMINATING
Service Co. Call 492-8647,
twirl Yew
M&B CONSTRUCTION
Cards
imams
BACKHOE
GENERAL
backhoe
Co.,landscaping,
1973 YAMAHA MX 250, work, general hauling,
work. Gravel and top soil.
I'll
excellent running con- bash hogging, Call 436Call 436-5896 or 436-2306.
dition. Call 7531168 or 436- 2540.
5370.
WE WANT TO MAKE wet
ELEC- basements dry. No
LICENSED
1975 YAMAHA, 125 MX.
TRICIAN - Prompt ef- digging or pumping.
Call 436-5335 after 5:00
ficient service. No Job too Beaver water control
p.m.
small. Call Ernest White. succeeds where others
753-0605.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
fail. Guaranteed. Check
102 N. ft
with
methods
our
076 1-BIRD, full power ELECTRICAL
WIRING
customers. For
satisfied
and air. AM stereo and
home and industrial, air
free estimates contact
tape. New radials. Call conditioning, and
WILL DO BOOKKEEPING
Morgan Construction co.,
7534161.
for small business in my
refrigeration, plumbing
502-442-7026, Route I, Box
home. Experienced and
and heating. Call 474-8841
490-A, Paducah, Ky.
INS CHEVY VAN, 6
qualified. Call 4354582.
or 753-7203.
42001.
cylinder,eutomatic, 1975
VW Serico. Call 753-0963. EXPERIENCED
PAINTER will do interior or
1975 GMC 2 ton truck, low
exterior work by the hour
mileage, like new. Must
or job. 753-8343.
sell. Call 474-2230.

togs....tws bedroom frees
finning lisinte1 in • isseuabil
sethe• with isms tress.

15 Fr. GLASSPAR, ParisLine trailer. 65 h. p., 1966
model Mercury motor.
Call 753-5788 after 5 or on
weekends.

24.Misr ellaneiius

51

5 sass - 110 feet mid 11112.

APARTFURNISHED
MENT. One or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman
Apartments, South 16th
Street. 7534609.

PIANO TUNING, repair
and rebuilding, prompt
service. Rebuilt pianos
for sale. Ben Dyer 7538911.

49 Used Cars & Trucks

=NM

1975 DELTA PRO BASS
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
trolling motor, power
trim. Call 753-3932 or 7533226 after 4.

?2 frIu C.3

311E

311C NI'

.41k.

i

.

Winchester

Printing
Service, Inc.

Taber's Body
Shop

Carrier
II)

1753-5397 1
102 S. 4th St.
Murray, Ky.
V

Company

753-3134
753-3303
,
;61
75377
1301 Chestnut Murray, Ky.

Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish &Shrubs

/ Service
Want,

24 Hoer Wrecker Service
While You Wait
duplicating

Free
Termite Inspection

i

753-9290

Control

Commercial, residential,

100S. 13th St.
. Murray,Ky.

lorbwtrval
& Refrigeration

b

Kelley's Termite & Pest

1753-3914 1

We Service All Brands"'
e

I.
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Services Held For
Mrs. Grogan Sunday
Funeral services were held at
2 p. m. Friday for Mrs. Betty J.
Grogan, age 82, who died
Friday at the Calvert City
Convalescent Center following
an extended illness.
Services were conducted by
Rev. Julian Warren and burial
was in the Murray Cemetery.
Pallbearers were Ralph Evans,
Robert Rowland, Dolphus
Wilson, Frank Albert Overbey,
Laverne Wallis and Cecil
Hopkins.
Mrs. Grogan was preceded in
death by her husband, Loyd
Grogan, on Sept. 22, 1956.
Mrs. Grogan was born on
August 23, 1893, in Calloway
County, and her parents were
the late Timothy Sexton Hendon
and Donna Fakes Hendon. She
was a member of the Elm
Grove Baptist Church.
She is survived by one
daughter, Miss Maxine Grogan
of Alrno Route One; two sons, J.
I. Grogan of Almo Route One
and Ben Grogan of 1715
Magnolia Drive, Murray; one
half sister, Mrs. Eula Houston
of Kevil and one half brother,
Coy Lassiter of Homassa,
Florida. Seven grandchildren
and eight great grandchildren
also survive.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The Democrats look like they
have overcome the bitter internal reform feud of recent
years, but they proved here
over the weekend that they
have plenty of fight left.
The bombshell of a three-day
issues conference came Sunday
when George McGovern said
the party will have to stand
firm on integration and busing
and he is ready to make another presidential bid if the other
candidates don't hold up.
"I do not want a great political party which nearly lost its
soul in Vietnam to sell its soul
on the issue of busing,"
McGovern told a cheering audience at the National Democratic Issues Conference.
"Busing is one way to pay
the bill for the ancient regime
of racism," McGovern said.
"There may be other ways, but
none of them will be painless or
priceless.
-We cannot hide from it, or
lie about it, or postpone it or
pretend that we do not hear or
see," he said.
What's more, McGovern said
the party should not nominate
anyone for President next year
"who even before he takes it,
to
has perjured the oath
preserve, protect and defeno
the constitution.
"All of us should warn any

10011•■••••••%milmossofesm/WWwil/Ww••••Wdolt

l/INIt NOTES

by William M.Boyd
Prior to the time of minted coins,
"money" took the form of
animals or grain. Those who
saved for a rainy day could use
their fortune as food and clothing
as well as for bartering for other
needs.
Saving...for a rainy day or for something you want very
much—is be rinnP with a savings account with us. Open
yours today!

PEOPLE;tBANK
111I7RRAT

Member FDIC

UT,

French EmbasBEIRUT. Lebanon (AP) — Bekaa Valley town of Baalbek, ident Suleiman Franjieb, a with him at the
a rocket gresaid
order
Pollee
to
sy.
refused
have
Moslem and Chriestilui militia- 40 miles northeast of Beirut. Christian,
garden of
the
in
interlanded
to
in
nade
army
n
reported
18,000-ma
also
the
was
Beirut
Fighting
of
much
in
men battled
residence,
ambassador's
would
it
fear
the
they
vene
because
today with mortars, rockets the northern city of Tripoli but
The wounding one of the security
factions.
religious
into
split
a
word
in
guns
immediate
no
machine
there
was
heavy
and
Moslems, who are aided by men guarding Couve de MurAlthough the conference was large-scale renewal of Leba- on casualties in either city.
guerrillas, are de- ville.
Palestinian
even
never
cease-fire
—Che
war.
civil
non's
Democratic
by
the
convened
of the political
reform
manding
a
for
not
K
than
ground,
off
the
got
Police reported more
Forum, a liberal-oriented
power
group, the 2,000 or so present persons killed and 150 wounded minute," one policeman said. system that concentrates
cent
per
40
the
of
hands
the
in
actinr
is
ceasegroup
"Each
armed
k-old
covered a wide range of party since a three-wee
Christians
interest and philosophy, and the fire collapsed in a new ex- on its own, and security forces Christian minority.
Ike City of Murray is now aconly come
meeting attracted seven of the plosion of fighting over the are unable to exercise any con- Insist reform can
authorgovernment's
the
after
trol anywhere."
cepting applications tor tlie
party's 10 anruiounced presiden- weekend.
the Paleover
established
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ity
givon
have
forces
huddled
security
The
forces
Security
tial candidates.
position of Assistant City Clerk.
the floor of the main police sta- en up all pretense of inter- stinians_., whose refugee and
autonoare
Persons interested in applying
camps
tion on Martyrs' Square, once vention between the warring guerrilla
country.
the
in
enclaves
mous
personArmored
the
gangs.
street
of
center
for the position *aid submit
the commercial
Former French Premier
Middle East, while gunmen nel carriers and tanks stayed in
their resume at the City Oerk's
is
from both Moslem and Chris- thy shrinking safe zone and Maurice Couve de MurvWe
mismediation
in Hurray City Hall, at the
a
elks
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Beirut
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tian street gangs peppered the moved back when gunfire
to
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politicians
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but
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fire.
machine-gun
with
area
corner of 56 aultoplor.
Karami,a Moslem, and Pres- travel by armored car to confer
"Bullets are raining on the
station from every direction,"
FRANKFORT, Ky.( AP) —
one policeman reported.
State Police reported the death
Heavy firing also was reportSunday
men
of two Kentucky
in six suburbs..
ed
night from traffic injuries.
Premivr Rashid Karami
Police said Buck C. Brodie,
called an emergency meeting
55, of Hopkinsville was killed in
reconciliation committee
a Christian County accident of his
which all major factions are
on
107
Sunday night on Kentucky
represented. But the meeting
about three miles north of Hopbroke up in disagreement withkinsville.
an hour.
in
In Northern Kentucky, AuInterior Minister Camille
gustus Combs, 45, of Erlanger
Chamoen, one of the leading
died from injuries suffered 10
Christians, and Kemal Jundays earlier in an accident on
blatt, a prominent leader of the
U.S.25 in his hometown.
Moslems, didn't even
leftist
State Police also reported the
the session.
to
come
death of Ovie Slaven, 35, of
on Saturday night anKarami
Whitley City in a McCreary
another cease-fire, the
nounced
County accident on Kentucky
13th in the eight months of
741 Saturday night and the
warfare. But there was
street
death early Sunday of Larry
Sunday in all parts of
fighting
Cammack, 28, in Shelby Coun00
2
$
the
one seaside resi-'
city
except
ty. Cammack, a vocational
area and the tashiondential
All you can eat
school teacher, suffered interable Hamra shopping district.
nal injuries when his car ran
Fighting was reported in two
off Kentucky 395 near Peytona
cities Sunday.
other
and struck an embankment.
A police radio call said 500
with hot biscuits,cream gravy,french fries, and honey
The statewide toll reached
atwere
militiamen
Moslem
757 compared with 723 through
tacking the town hall in the
this date last year.

candidate who turns to the tactics of racial division and fear
that in conscience we cannot
support him even if he is a
nominee," McGovern said.
Sen. Henry M. Jackson of
Washington, an announced candidate for the nomination, had
just delivered a speech in
which he said "I have always
been opposed to forced school
busing."
McGovern said he has no immediate plans to run himself,
but is positioning for a possible
second presidential nomination
in the event that other candidates go soft on the issues, including busing, and the Democratic convention next year
deadlocks.
"If the other candidates do
not address the whole range of
major issues I'm concerned
about and if no other candidate
emerges as a leading contender," he said later at a news
conference, "I might consider,
at some later point, getting in."
Asked if he thought his strong
defense of busing, particularly
in a city where it is such a volatile issue, might re-divide the
party, McGovern said, "No, I
don't.
"The people who have talked
the
the most about busing
people who are using it to inflame, are on the other side of
the issue," he said. "It is not
radical or divisive to be for the
rule of law."
Before McGovern's explosive
entry, the conference had been
relatively mild except for an
anti-busing demonstration outside the hall Saturday. In
marked contrast to their recent
history, the Democrats were
The Smith River in California
talking about political issues instead of cutting each other up was named after Jebediah
Strong Smith, native of Bainover rules and party reform.
The one issue which was bridge, N.Y., who set out with
from St.
emerging strongest before the a party of trappers
Louis to find trade routes to
econothe
busing outburst was
California and the Northwest.
my, with speakers almost uni- After becoming the first white
versally calling it the No. 1 .man to enter California by an
weapon against Republicans overland route he was killed by
•
next year.
Indians at age 32.

NOTICE

Two Die On
State Roads
Over Weekend

at lutS eaper t an
at Home
Where?

at Rudy's Restaurant

- Fried Chicken

Each Tuesday 4 p. m.-8p. m.

Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
November SC 1575
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes Buying Stations
Receipts: Act 1734 Est. 500 Barrows Si
Gilts Steady .25 lower Sows Steady
$51.50-61.75
lbs
US
$51.00-51.50
US 14 200-240 lbs
150.25-51.00
US 2-4240-200 lbs.
$0.23-60.75
US 3-4 20410lbs.
Sows
$M.5049.00
US 1-2 270450lbs
15150-2000
US 1-3 300-450 Ws
US 14 450450 lbs.....1030.00-40.00 few 40.50
037.5048.50
US 2-3 300-500 lte
Boars 031.00-34.00

RUDY'S RESTAURANT
Court Square

753-1632
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Peoples Bank can
give yowls-totally

11,1•111P01111"
on whata good bank should be.

A bank should be more than a warehouse for
money. A good bank is good people; efficient,
outgoing people, who enjoy making banking
a pleasant experience. A good bank is savings, checking and loan services designed
from the customers' point of view so that they
truly fit the customers' needs.
The way we look at it, the pleased customer, who recommends our bank to friends,

is the best advertisement we can have—and
every customer is treated accordingly. We
believe that if a bank is to serve your financial
needs today, it can't do it with yesterday's
methods, services and attitudes. Keeping
pace with your needs today is what the new
viewpoint is all about. A new viewpoint every
day is simply our way of doing business. Always has been.

„•••••

•••••-••••••••••.•

---

PEOPLES BANK
• .0.
MURRAY

MORN,

4

•
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KY.

Member FDIC
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488

Aluminum seta, mike-believe
"Teflon" cooicwers--pots and
pens. Just like Mom's!
ALUMINUM SPECIALTY
* 3229

DECORATED COOKWARE

537

Long full bob on this
mannewin doll heed is
as reel
challenge to a little charmer.
Complete with all neomities to
make her a "Hair Stylist".
MINER *1760

9
7

17

:
4 -)11f # 57711°Ifl

a

"Wank orPalornino
wiz, fra_ on a
Pecked,
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0
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aseutifuG

227

game that 'takes
log IsavI Exciting
of skill and chance
eodon and stupefies.
2 or more dews.AIM $to Adult.
BRADLEY *960

DELUXE HAIR STYLING SET

Battery operated. Lash control
plush DOES.Pull the chein end
dog efellke—pull apin and he
stands while barking &
wigging his tail.
NOI * 1101

DOXIE DOG

AFX HO Scale R
2 super fast AFX can
tank track. Jackie
says"AFX is the closed
to reel mobil."
AURORA *2732

AFX CHALLENGER
ROAD RACE SET

499

2 LANE ROAD RACING SET

367

Battery operated. Takes off &
lands—flies and hovers, does
stunt maneuvers like the big
'copters1 A reel clever actionfilled toy. STANZEL *485

Battery operated. Championship
racing-2 Duna buggies w/hand
speed controls. Considerable skill
can be developed! Rev'em up and
4
6...go—go—gol Not #47152
4

294

ELECTROMIC'COPTER

Plays 100 different genies.
Play, wide variety of
Interesting gimes. Satisfies
every member of the
family. Young and Old.
-MERDEL #100

CAROM BOARD

NERFOOP
Shoot baskets in home
or office—Sporty version
of the ever popular
"Nerf Ball". Clamp instal
hoop over door and Play Ball!
PARKER BROS. *97

997

Emergency adventure in the
mountains! Airlift the injured
man to safety by helicopter.
Loaded with action.
MATTEL *7443

HEROES IN ACTION
RESCUE CORPS

697

SPECIAL

Cruiser takes Berbie & her friends
to see in style. Complete with all
accessories like a reel Chris Craft
cabin cruiser. MATTEL *7232

w

-•

647

RAPCO #7000

Crewe original abstract
paintings. Just*peen
_an revolting art
boarti.,and put*,
there's your art!

ti SPIN ART
•UP PAINTER SET

79

SPortY
boot that
winches alio desaeloble
Veda.foliors—boweref
Land whoYI
TONKA

JEEPSTER RUNABOUT

*
41

3497

riFitliki.SVVICK -AIR HOCKEY
The fastest gems ever—the puck
travels on a cushion of air Greeted
by an eleetric motor and reaches
100
AURORP
uAto
410

ERLAND

SOUTH 12TH ST., (HVVY 641 S)
MURRAY, KY.

SPECIAL

BARBI E'S DREAM BOAT

•

SUPPLEMENT TO THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

UNCLE 6 JEFF'S TOYLAND

T0ND
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ASSTD. Bugs Bunny, Yogi Bow,Rood Runner and
Pink Panther cherecter bubble gum banks. Steve lots
of pennies, nickels and dimes. TAR RSON # 3236

TV CHARACTER BANKS

897

Maple finish on hardwood,
colorful prim cushions and
skirt. Rock your favorite doll
to sleep! Good for TV viewing,too
N.D. CA.SS *120

CRICKET ROCKER

499

DR SSED MONKEY
Boy Girl wicute vinyl face,
16" tell. Boy has penis and a hat, girl
wears dress w/flower & hat on side of
heed- Cute, cute!! ELKA #600

•
imp

567

\RAS-HET

It's the bail that tells
Ask any
question, turn the bell over and the
answer appears. Have a bell!
ALABE *2900

PAAGIC "8" BALL

Real action play for "Cage" Fans
of all ages. Fast competitive action
every minute. CADACO * 165

BAS-KET GAME

New wild card game of betting and
Muffing with license plate numbers
bused on Liar's Poker. Ages 10 to
Aduh._ PARKER BROS.*735

ARKANSAS BLUFF GAME

Create your own designs for your jewelry
needs. Utilize creativity and imaginadon.
Complete with instructions.
PASTIME *391

INDIAN SEED BEAD SET

Hand decorated dresser set. Mirror, brush,
andtomb—Prectical and a joy of every
little girl—big girls, tool ATHOL #577

3PIECE TEEN VANITY SET

Gas and Oil, our service is the best!
No job too small or too large. Service
with a while, We fix fiats, Drive 55
end stay alive! WOLVERINE *856

SERVICE STATION SET

Apes fans go APE over
this oriel Three framed pistons flop
over when hit—Knock'em daidl
TRANSOGRP/A *3009

Plena of the

PLANET OF THE APES
TARGET SET
•

Robot boxers take a pounding. Control levers
keep fighters throwing punches and dodging
blows. Knock the other guys block of and
his head flies up. MARX St 5015

ROCK EM SOCKEM ROBOTS

American History rides In this
well•detailed stagecoach pulled
by a 2 horse teem, with Western
Figure,included.
MULTIPLE * 1509

WESTERN STAGECOACH
PLAY SET

Big 30"curly plush dog.
Can be reeds to sit or recline
In many towable positions.
ELKA *217

SUPER TRIXIE DOG

bells—can be pushed or pulled.
Floats in water! Hours of fun for
the little one! KUSAN *36

ZOODLE OCTOPUS ROLLER
Rolls around on colorful plaikk

TEA SET
Asstd. English China, Blue Floral or
Sunburst. Complete service for 3,
with teapot, dishes,cups and spoons.
ALUMINUM SPECIALTY #3606

2 Bell "Jet Ranger" rescue 'captors
and 7 other popular Tootokitoy service
trucks. Your own emergency rams
squad. STROMBECKER *1830

TOOTSIETOY RESCUE II SET

117011111,701t
•

Battery operated.1SUgged plastic jet
'copter features bump & go action,
direction light. A reel chopper hopper!
NDI #47349

JET HELic.aggR

Steel stove, refrigerator and sink,colorfully
decorated with pictures of Snow White and
the Dwarfs. Cookin' with gee,
WOLVERINE *560

SNOW WHITE 3 PC. KITCHEN SET

Near professional, batwing a
patented sound drisaber for
better reronersee and volume.
Start your owe Reek ik Roil
Group! LAPIN *2900

STAR GUITAR

orlis:Would lair in "Plxie-Top"
curb hairdo. A joyous keertbrealuirl
HOfl06IAN# 4083

NEW ARRIVAL OQLL
shin ir• talk Sit die doll and she

LITE BRITE

Crosby* building set, artistic
in appearance, pleasing to
youthful oudoers.Educational,
stimulating the imagination!
MOLENAAR *800

FORM—A—TIONS

A+ action packed game of fun for all the family.
Light flashes, bells ring just like the real coin operated
oiges! WOLVERINE # 180

1
ELECTRIC PINBALL GAME

j Lets children create colorful pictures that light up
and glow. Over 400 pegs in 8 colors, 16 pictures
and 6 blank paged. Full color design sheet
w/instructions. HASBRO # 5455

•

DOUBLE HOLSTER SET

Paint your own clothes- Fashion trend!
Exclusive washfast acrylic paints to
nuke results permanent,even with
repeated washings. AVALON *5140

Turning the IVIagic Window
takes'You into a world of
countless glowing patterns.
Glows in the dark. Create
scenes of beauty.
WHAM-O#7601

GLOW MAGIC WINDOW

MUSICAL JEWELRY BOX
Open the lid - ballerina dances
and music plays. Magnetic
bendee doll sticks ad sits on
the lid. Girt* love 'emit
NDI #8452
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PAINT'N WEAR CLO H
PAINTING KIT

347

Two 50 shot cap pistols
w/two holsters and belt...
Draw, Pardner!II
ESQUIRE #1322
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Colorful with over 16 pa. of action play
accessories. Camper is designed to fit
ic46-115614.SkiPPIlesnd other action dolls.
r EMPIRE *2065

VOLKSWAGEN CAMPER
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Punch him—Sock him—He
bounces beck for morel
Sand weighted bottom
keeps him on his feet.
Sodc'm agninl NDI # 136

CLOWN BOP BAG-36"

Modern two-toned truck. A real snappy
addition to your fleet of trucks and cars!
GAY TOY # ba7

POLY PICK UP TRUCK

cosmatieljor the "Fresh L
Sail play stuff) Prim & Pretty!
NDI #9172

MOD BEAUTY A
Assortvollgikins n SPOMS f

MAGNE/fIC
Fun at home
players. Each game has We
carrying case. Fun Galore
and adults tool NDI

RUBBER STAMP SET
Be your own printer
prints stationery, calling cards, etc
Features BOLD TYPE
and numerous cartoon characters.
NDI #7482

STAMP SET

CAIPT00041

ASSTD SPI NNER GANIES

BOY/G I R L ON TR I KE

....... „

Wind'ern up and *way we go!
Move with the spin of the wIssel
NO4 # 26967
Stay on the Treck. First Aeross
the Finish Line • Tour the Hitunted
e. Get
TO

'd upend out!
Fashionable Styles and
accessories.
#100
Till FtiqlaY

Little Darlin's.

LLS

botde. fib.'.. reel cutlet
0776

end lap • plomplete with

heed,

CRIB

Safe active
or outdoors.
13

FU ;HOPPERS

OV JAM PAC
die oast
OM end trucks.
WIMPS tuff!
Ft *2831

tun-filled punching

A colorful Bongo Scene • brightly
colored with 4 metal cymbals -Girt the Bawl" NDI #4007

Mir117V

DOUBLE BARREL CORK RIFLE

Fully poeneble real eyelashes. Turnable body
reedy for action play!
NDI *10469

Missed the first shot? get 'em on the second shot
no need to reload! NM #8826

TEEN DOLL

METAL TAMBOURINE
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Two toys for hours of fun!
urnble Book Beer roll beck
toy and Musical Carousel.
little ones love 'em!
TAR RtiON #539

KIDDIE KARNIVAL

Walks with her own stroller 00
by herself" with epeeist 4
- walking rod. Sheds tears and
wipes'em away! A sweet
companion for your lithe
" MINER * 3365

#44036

'
ALING SWEET APRIL
do„ .

STANZEL

Battery operated. Flying model takes
off under ire own power at the touch
of a button it does loops,
041940411191.1Yine than

EACH

ELECTROMIC FLASH PLANE

157

Junior Medics will love this one!
Everything included to start your
own hospital clinic. Make house
cells, too. TRANSOGRAM *1323-1353

NURSE KIT - DOCTOR KIT

"al
4

Red folding table & 2 matching chairs
w/packied seats. All reedy for the
"Tee Party". Greet for homework
study and Fun & Games. ASH BY #113

TABLE & CHAIR SET

Create colorful sand designs — grow beautiful
foliage. Kit includes colored sand, art tool,
glass planter, soil, seeds and instructions.
AVALON *7850

SAND ART GARDEN KIT

Realistic pumper on a Chevrolet cab, loaded with
fittinge and equipment. NY LINT #411

'RESCUE PUMPER

497

It's Digger ... A kid's beat
friend! He walks Mongol&
as you pull his Nash. He's
hot on'the trail of fun!
HAS880 0 574'

DIGGER THE DOG

Single shot or fully automatic
shooting gallery. Eye action for
real fun target *ills. MARX *Z72

ELECTRO SHOT

988

Squeeze her tummy 'til she
with a tiny 'aeachool Hold
dose Wipe her nose and mak
tew better! 15" ten, comes
iv/nightie and her own bottle,
MATTEL * 7297

BLESSTENDERLOVE
BABY
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Dolly will love you for
this molded dell
frame.Take your

DOLL COACH

637

Spin the wheal of fate and awls/
down and around through this 343 world
exdting mekwbelieve. 2to8 players.
Agss 9to Adult. BRADLEY* 4000

THE GAME OF LIFE

• MIRY SAM

All new action gems—tests
your skill—zip the bells arid
around they go! Scores
easy and fad— a winner
every time!
WOLVERINE *156

SPIN—A—R

=MY*
MININAIN

467

The perfect gift for
the beginner. U.L. approved
Electric pen,6 wood
plaques, plus necessary
tools to complete many
projects. RAPCO 06804

WOODBURNING SET

vebodbumhq Oet
14% fir

488

Battery operated. Just like a real
race. Cycles jump their lanes,skid,
overturn, bump others, all sorts of
accidents happen. Reel exciting!!!
NDI * 741

4-LANE CYCLE SET

222

Mama Bear, Paps Bear and Baby Bear.
Colorful plush together with
carrying case.
ND! #6

PLUSH BEAR FAMILY

397

Big Amphi-Wheels,scaled to fit
2 action figures. Colorful and
sleek styling. Away, we go!
IRWIN *6439

DUNE BUGGY

TREE

HANOI

Oars

excitement that a child's
insemination can mated
0#570

nooksand coannkoo. Al
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